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PREFACE· 
Explosives are employed at one time or another in nearly 
all phases of construction work. The construction engineer 
should therefore have some understanding of the characteris-
tics. and employment of explosives. This report is intended 
to supplement my normal curriculum in preparing me to serve 
t~e United States Army Corps of Engineers in the field of 
construction •. 
Before a study of the calculation and placement of 
charges can be made, it ·is first necessary to have some 
knowledge of the ty1Jes of commercial explosives available 
and their characteristics. Therefore, a chapter on the 
. properties of commercial explosives precedes the primary 
chapter on charge calculation and placement. A chapter on 
the history of the use of explosives for construction pur-
poses was included as a matter of interest. 
Indebtedness is acknowledged to Professor R. L •. Peurifoy 
for his valuable guidance, suggestions, and constructive 
criticism, and foi his assistance in the procurement of. in-
formation; tomy fellow students for helpful suggestions 
and assistance in locating research information;· and to my 
wife for encouragement and understanding. 
I would.also like to express my appreciation to the 
following companies and explosive manufacturers for supplying 
. iii 
useful information which aided considerably in compiling 
this· report: E.- I. Dupont de Nemours Company of Wilmington, 
Del.; The Hercules Powder Company of Wilmington, Del.; The 
Atlas Chemical Industries of Wilmington, Del.; and the Ensign-
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· INTRO DU CTI ON 
This report is written .in fulfillment of the require-
ments for a Master's Degree in Civil Engine·ering at Okla-
homa State University, 1963. This, however~ is only one 
oi the purposes instrumental.in initiating this report. 
The degree could have. been obtained without writing such a 
research report; but by choosing the ·method which I did, 1 
have been given the. opportunity to select a subject of great 
·interest.tome, conduct the research subject, and draw con-
clusions. from the knowledge thus gained. This opportunity 
has· been. of greater adv.antage to me, perhaps, than to other. 
. . ' . 
students because my subject is rarely, if ever,.· taught in 
American colleges or universities. The topic I have.select-
ed is "The Use of Explosives in Construction. 11 
Few people realize the significance of explosives~ 
. . . 
The quarry operator· knows explosives ar.e important commodi:... · 
ties which he needs to·bring down the tremendous quantities 
·.·. of rock required to keep .his operations going. To certain.· . 
. engine(;}rs · and build.ers, explosives are prime necessities 
. . . . . . . 
in the· constr~ction of roads' canals' railro·ads' buildings -
. . 
the vi t.a.L.requirenient s. for healthy living and growth . of. a 
•· nation. · 
1 
But how many student engineers know the basic funda-
mentals about the characteristics and uses of one of the 
engineer's greatest tools? What uses can be found for ex-
plosives? What will explosives do? How is an explosive 
selected and what is the most economical way to employ an 
explosive? These are the questions which I have strived 
to answer for myself in compiling this report. 
2 
The material used for this report came primarily £rom 
two sources: publications by the manu{acturers of explosives 
and magazine articles written by the users of explosives. 
I have edited thi.s. material and compiled that which I felt 
most clearly answered my questions. 
The first section of the report contains information 
concerning the use of explosives since the 17th Century in 
construction and closely related fields. Included also in 
ch~onological order are discoveries and inventions which in 
.some way affected or changed the relationship of explosives 
to construct ion. · Descriptions of some. of the classic con-
. struction projects and the part played by explosives is 
discussed in this section.· This serves. to illustrate the 
wide variety of. uses to which explosives may be applied. 
Also we profit by others' mistakes. To make an error made 
by another 100 years ago is needless when a brief study of 
available records would have prevented a mistake. History 
is important to the progress of the future. 
The next. section deals with the types of ~xplosives 
presently used in the construction industry. A thorough 
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· knowledge of the t~pes of explosives and their characteris~ 
tics must be had befo~e one can understand how to choose 
and employ an ~xplosive on a project. Also, to understand 
the terms of an explosive manufacturer and to be able to 
order th~ desired explosive, a person must have some know-
ledge · of the physical properties of ·explosives. ·Therefore, 
a brief discussion on this topic is included in the section . 
. Also, .the type and .extent of packaging normally encountered 
is described. · The sizes, both diameter and length, . which 
are stan:dard.a:re important in selecting·an explosive for a 
particular use so this, too, is included in this. section. 
The following sectidn contiins a dis~ussion·~f-th~ 
most frequently used methods of·employing explosives for 
··productive purposes by the construc~ion industry. Included 
in the discussion of each use· are the proper cha~acte~is-
. . .· ; 
. . ' . . . 
tics of i;he.explosive to be used, 'a recommended.brand name 
of explosive, .the manner in which the explosive should be. 
employed, and a description.of an actual project• in which 
this use of explosive was employed. 
'The final section contains a brief summary of the 
important· factswhi.ch this research has reveal~d and my 
conclus"±ons: 'drmvn from the· course of· my investigation. 
. CHAPTER II·· 
HISTORY OF EXPLOSIVES AND CONSTRUCTION 
Our. modern day explosives had its crude beginning in 
the form of black powder. The actu~l ,inventor of black 
powder will probably never be known. Its first use has 
been attributed -by guess - to the Chinese, Indians, and 
· Arabs. The first· written record was made by· an. unknown 
scribe· during the .sung.Dynasty in ancient China prior to 
1259:A.D. and read~ "In the first year of the period of 
Kai..:Khing the spear of the vehment fire was made. A hand-
fui" of. grains was. placed in a long bamboo tube and set on . 
fire."(l) However, it is believed that the Chinese·had. 
·, . . 
firecrackers as early as 1000 A.D. The 13th Century writings 
of Roger Bacon. ii1. EnglaQ.d contain, instructions ·for the pre-
paration of black. ppwder. 
For the next three centuries, the 13th to the 16th, 
the use of black powder was confined solely to firearms. 
In 1613 it was suggested that the powder could be used in· 
· the mines·. of Saxony, but no record has been found of its 
·. use there. ·. The first written records indicate that black 
powder was applied to the accomplishment of useful work in 
. . . . 
· the .mines.· of Hungary in 1627. Shortly afterwards, it was 
. . . . . 
. used in the. tin mines of . Cornwall; England. 
4· 
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The first black powder was manufactuied in the United 
States in 1675 at :Milton, Massachusetts~ . The first construc-
tive use in the United States was in.the copper mine at 
~imsbury, Connecticut, about .1705 • 
. The first actual ~ritten r~ference ~o blasting for 
construction occurs in the records of the General Assembly 
of Connecticut in 1773. ·The Simsbury Mine was obtained for 
conversion into a prison and "by blasting rocks they had 
prepared a well-finished lodging room abofit fifteen feet 
by tweive feet. in the caverns.ft (2 ) . This became the infamous 
Newgate Prison of Revolut.ionary· War· fame.· 
The 18th Century· and the first· half. of the 19th Cen- . · 
tury saw·the discovery of anU:mber of other explosives, but 
. black powder remained the one in general use. · Between 1790 . 
·. and 1850 some thirty canals were dug in the United States 
using black powder for bl~sting. The most impressive of 
these were. the. Erie Canal and the Chesapeake and Ohio· Canal~.· 
.. ' 
About 1820 the railz:oads began a rapid expansion, and·blast-
. ing .with .black powder was responsible for· clearing the right-
. . . . . 
··.· of:...ways. In 1820, .also,. commercial coal mining·was begun,· 
and it Was destined to be6ome t~e larg~st explqsives-con-: 
suming industry inth,e·country~ 
Safety Fuse . 
A noteworthy contribution to the explosives industry 
was made.· in .1831 by William Bickford.· · .• His invention of the 
safety fuse was. a ,great advancement, for until that time . 
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the methods of igniting black powder had been uncertain and 
unsafe. In 1836 the first American-made safety fuse was 
placed on the market. This company, the Ensign-Bickford Co~, 
still makes safety fuse and other blasting supplies today. 
Nitroglycerin 
In 1846 an Italian professor-of industrial chemistry, 
Ascanio Sobrero, combined glycerin, ·a hand lotion created 
by Karl Wilheim Scheele, with a mixture of nitric and sulfuric 
acids and discovered the explosive which 1?1as to play a tre-
mendous role in the advancement of civilization, nitrogly-
. cerin.(3 ) At this time little notice was given to.nitrogly-
cerin because at the same time as its discovery, a Swiss 
professor, Friedrich Schonbein, invented guncotton which 
received all of the acclaim from the.users of explosives. 
About this same time Alfred Nobel, in Sweden, made the first 
reasonably safe and efficient blasting cap. 
Dynamite 
In 1866 Nobel mixed nitroglycerin with an absorbent 
so that, instead of a liquid which was difficult to hand!~ 
and dangerous to transport, he had a solid substance sensi-
tive to the action of a blasting cap but relatively insen-
sitiva to ordina~y shock. His solid explosive was called 
dynamite. Prior to this time nitroglycerin.was used in 
blasting hard rock: in quarrying and road construction, but 
a series of fatal accidents in' 1864 which claimed over a 
hundred lives, had caused nitroglycerin to be vieWed as 
unsafe for construction purposes and shippers refused to 
accept • -1-1 t,. It required several•years before shippers would 
accept dynamite for shipment. 
In 1870 a company in San Francisco manufactured dyna-
mite for use in construction. This company was known as 
The Giant Powder Company and still produces much of the 
commercial explosives used today. 
The first big construction job on which dynamite ,vas 
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used in .i-'k11erica vrns the rvfusconnetcong Tunnel in Pennsylvania. 
This tunnel, a little less than a mile long, was started in 
the fall of 1872. As much as 17,000 pounds of dynamite we.re 
used each month, and the headings were advanced at the un-
heard rate of 135 feet per month. 
In 1852 Congress had appropriated funds for the removal 
of rocks and reefs to· form the East River Channel connecting 
Long Island Sound vvith Upper New York Bay. This work had 
been carried on slowly for many years but came to a climax 
on October 10, 1885, when a blast of 288,936 pounds of dyna-
mite was fired to remove Flood Rock in the Hell Gate section 
of the river. This was the largest single explosion for con-
struction purposes yet recorded. 
Gelatin Explosives 
In 1874 Alfred Nobel made another far reaching discovery 
when he dissolved collodion cotton in nitroglycerin. This 
resulted in a gelatinous niass v1hich was rauch. more povrnrful 
than his dynamite. Th.is discovery was no accident. Nobel 
had become quite incensed over the fact that other dynamite 
8 
manufacturers had infringed on the rights of his original 
discovery, and by impro·ving On his product, were severely 
reducing the volume of sales from Nobel's own factory. Nobel 
was searching for a.nevJ product to increase the profit of 
his company when he·. discovered gelatin. It certainly can-
not be said that Nobel was a pure scientist in every sense 
of the word. This product of Nobe!Rs is essentially the 
blasting gelatin used today cu1d was the forerunner of our 
gelatin dynamites. 
Gelatin dynamite was used in quantity for the first 
time in driving the second Croton Tunnel or Aqueduct to 
supply New York City with water. This construction was 
begun in 1884 ~nd completed in 1890 and was the first of the 
large American aqueducts •. Gelatin proved in many cases to 
·be quite advantageous over dynamite in many respects other 
than strength. These characteristics will be discussed in 
some detail in the next cha;Pter. 
Delay Blasting Cap 
In 1895 H. Julius. Smith, who had first made an electric 
blasting cap in 1876, patented a delay action blasting cap. 
The use of the delay blasting cap was to later prove a great 
asset in employing explosives in quarrying and excavation 
work.·· 
( 4\ New .York Water Supply System ' 
In 1898 when the municipalities now within the bounds 
of New York City were consolidated,·one of the pressing 
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problems facing the city was that of providing a satisfac-
tory water supply. The old city of New York was then obtain-
ing its supply from the Croton aqueducts wh,ich were mentioned 
earlier. In 1905 t~1e Board of Water Supply of the City of 
New York was. established by the State Legislature and. charged 
with the planning and construction o.f additions to the city's 
water supply system. This board initiated an enormous program. 
The following description of the work done will illustrate 
the accomplishments of the construction industry made possible 
by the use of explosives. The Catskill .Aqueduct and the 
Shandaken Tunnel together are 110 miles long. The Delaware 
Aqueduct is 85 miles long, and City Tunnels Nos. ·1 and 2 are 
38 miles long which combined form a continuous pressure tun-
nel 105 miles in length - the longest in the world. These 
tunnels and aqueduct~ vary in diameter from 11 to 21 feet, 
and the major portion of them was driven through hard rock. 
Thirty~eight miles of the tunnel were blasted under city 
streets ·and buildings. In connection with these tunnels· 
110 shafts \vere su:nk, varying in depth from 200 feet to 
1,151 feet. 
When the second Croton Aqueduct \Vas constructed, a 
progress of 25 to 40 feet per week was made in a tunnel 
~eading about 13 1/2 feet in finished diameter •. On the Dela~ 
ware Aqueduct.the same size heading was excavated at a rate 
of l25 to 140 feet per week. 
Few records were kept on the amount of explosives used. 
on the completed.projects, but the conservative estimate is 
more than 55 million pounds. 
New York Subway· Syster/5 ) 
In 1900 the first subway of the Interborough Rapid 
Transit Go. in New York City was begun. The first section 
of this system was completed in 1904. Later other lines 
were cons.tructed until now there is a system comprising 
130.95 miles of underground subway in operation. 
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Essentially all of the way for this network has been 
blasted out of solid rock under existing streets and buildings, 
with little or no interruptions of regular traffic or busi-
ness.· This has necessitated the firing of small charges 
to prevent damage to nearby structures. This ty~e of firing 
is called precision blasting. There are several new hand 
. portable. seismographs now on th~ market which aid consider-
ably in controlling the shock waves of an explosion. Thou-
sands of these small blasts were fired in NYC with pedes-
trians and occupants of buildings directly above wholly un-
aware of the blasts. This established a new first in the 
use of explosives.and opened another door. for improvement 
of construction methods. 
n·amming of the Saquenay ·River 
Probably the most spectacular example of precision 
blasting of all time was carried out on July 23, 1930, as 
one phase of the ALCOA Power Company's Saquenay River pro-
ject at Chute-a-Caron, Quebec, Canad~. A power house had 
been constructed {o serve it, and the main da~ for the 
power house had been partially completed. But the river 
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· was too deep and to·o fast flowing for the construction of 
a cofferdam to divert the water through the channel so that 
the main dam could be finished. Some means had to be deter-
mined to turn aside this water flow. A unique scheme was 
suggested and adopted - to build a dam upright on one side 
of the river and drop it by blasting it into position across 
the stream in alignment with a concrete.abutment on the op-
posite shore of the river. 
Accordingly, a reinforced concrete block was built, 
measuring 92 feet in height, 45 feet in width, and up to 
40 feet thick at the.base. The base (side as·constructed) 
was constructed irregular to conform to the shape of the 
river bottom. It weighed 11,000 tons. 
on<the appointed day, charges totaling 1,000 pounds 
·of dynamite were loaded in this pier, and fired with totally 
satisfactory resul~s. The huge column tipped and fell, with-
out breaking, into 30 feet of swiftly flowing water and came 
to rest.within one inch of the calculated location. Three 
days later the remaining flow of water was sealed off.and 
· construction of the m·ain dam resumed. 
Railroads and Tunnels 
The expansion of the railroads consumed many tons of 
·.explosives, and many of the present tunneling techniques 
were developed by these railroad engineers. During the 
period of maximum.expansion, the railroads were among the 
largest users 'of explosives. Railroad construction reached 
its peak in 1902 when 6,024 miles were built. Since that 
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time until shortly after World W~r II, the railroads used 
large quantities of explosives for location of lines, termi-
nal facilities, and cutorf projects (tunnels). 
Two outstanding examples of this latter type of v:10rk: 
were the Moffat Tunnel driven under the Continental Divide 
and the Cascade Tunnel driven under the Cascade Mountains. 
The Moffat Tunnel, completed in 1926, was at the time, 
the longest tunnel in the Western Hemisphere, and the fifth 
longest in the ·world. About 8,000,000 pounds of dynamite 
were used in driving these t\VO tunnels. 
Panama Canal(G) 
The Panama Canal has long been recognized as one of 
the world's greatest engineering feats. It is slightly 
over 47 miles long, including Gatum Lake created by Gatum 
Dam. 
The French had excavated over 78,000,000 cubic yards 
of material prior to May 4, 1904, ·when the United States 
took over the work on the project. Durinv the neriod of-· . 0 .I; 
seven and one-half years in which the United States worked 
on the project, 232,000,000 cubic yards of material were 
excavated. 
The Gaillard Cut proved to.be the most formidable 
portion of this work. This cut was about nine miles long, 
120 feet deep,. 300 feet wide at the bottom, and at some 
points about one-third of a mile wide at the top. About 
100 million yards of material was taken from this section. 
Blasting was carried.on iri.cessantly. An average of 600 
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holes per day was fired for months at a time. More than 
60 million pounds of dynamite were used by the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers. The canal was opened on August 15, 1914. 
Since that time, dynamite· has been used on the canal more · 
·or less continually. for maintenance and for deepening and 
widening certain sections. It is probable thst more than 
75 million pounds of dyna.'lli te have been used on this project 
. to date. 
In 1914 Germany's industrial scientific research system 
was strongly developed, and it revolved about ooal tar dyes. 
Germany was ready for war in 1914. Her army of chemists and 
physicists had prepared her. A new explosive had been de-
veloped by these men v1hich was so iIDlmune to shock that it 
could be handled safely under just about all conditions of 
war. It could be melted, poured into shells, and cast like 
iron or other solids. This new explosive was called tri-
nitrotoluene - TNT - and later proved to be of considerable 
value to the construction industry. 
Adams Tunnel 
Just east of the Rocky Mountains in northeastern Colo-
rado, and along the Cache la Poudre, and Big and Little 
Thompson and South Platte Rivers, there is an area of fertile 
soil capable of producing abundant crops when sufficient 
water is available. To aid this fertile area, engineers 
of the United States Bureau of Reclamation suggested a plan 
which became knmvn as· the Colorado-Big Thomp.son Project. 
The most important feature of this project was the driving 
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of a tunnel under the continental divide, at one point 3,825 
feet under a mountain peak, to divert water from the upper 
watershed of the Colorado River at Grand.Lake on the western 
slope of the Rockies to the Big Thompson River on the eastern 
slope.· This tunnel is now known as the Alva B. Adams Water 
Division Tunnel. It has a bore of 9 3/4 feet and a length 
of 13.03 miles. 
About 2,480,000 pounds of dynamite were used in 2,535,000 
feet, or 480 miles, of drill holes .. A record excavation in 
one month was set \vhen 1,634 feet were driven. Vil1'1en Recla-
mation engineers made the final inspection, they found an 
· error of only 7/16 inch on line and 3/4 inch on grade. 
Another far-reaching development in the construction 
industry was the introduction of 11 Ni tramon 11 - ammonia nitrate 
explosives - by the DuPont company in 1935. This relatively 
inexpensive, non-sensitive explosive has completely remolded 
the excavation and quarrying functions of construction. 
This will be discussed in some detail in the next two sections. 
World War II brought about the development of several 
new explosives, the most important of which is the plastic 
type. These newer explosives and their connection with 
construction will be discussed in the next two sections, also. 
T . "-h ~ • ' ,:. "- 1 . t • t • f o give t. ... e reaaer some 1.aea OJL t.J.1e q_uan -1 :ies o• ex-
plosives which are sometimes used, reference is made to the 
Fontana Dam, built on the Little Tennessee River, near Fon-
tana, N.C. It is 480 feet high, 375 feet thick at the base, 
and 2,333 feet long. A quarry site to produce aggregate 
for this dam set several records for the period up to 1945. 
On November 3, 1943,· there was a blast of 27 nine-inch 
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diameter churn drill holes averaging 330 feet deep, 20 feet 
apart, and 45 feet from the face. Tp.ese holes were loaded 
with 188,328 pounds of cap nitramon. One hole which was 
360 f e·et deep contained 8,943 pounds of explosives. On June 22, 
1944, 5l_similar holes with a 19-foot spacing, 190 feet deep 
were loaded with 208,583 pounds-of Nitramon.· This blast 
produced 630,000 tons of rock. 
Another dam constructed by the TVA is located on the 
Holston River near Bristol, Tennessee. Essentially all of 
the rock for this dam .was furnished by four large coyote 
tunnel blasts located below the natural surface of a nearby 
hill. The second of these blasts was fired on February. 5, 
1949. The coyote layout-consisted of three adits and forty-
four crosscuts, totaling 5,254 feet of tunnels. The charge 
consiited of 55,425 cans of Nitramon for a total of 1,362,985 
. pounds of explosives. About four miles of P.rimacord were 
used.to connect the charges. The loading of the tunnel 
·. required seventeen working days. The blast produced in ex-
cess of 1,800,000 tons of broken rock. 
The second largest blast of explosives on record for 
·.· construction purposes was fired by the Morrison:--Knudsen. 
Company, Inc., on July 21, 1957. A blast of 1,790,000 
" pounds was fired at Promontory Point, Utah,.andbroke an· 
estimated 3,000,000 tons of rock •. ·This was for the Great 
Salt Lake Crossing Project for the Southern Pacific Railroad. 
The material used for this blast was a blasting agent of 
the ammonia - nitrate - fuel mixture type, . heavily primed 
with TNT •. · 
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On April 5, 1958, the world's largest non-atomic blast 
was fired at Ripple Rock in Seymour Narrows, '!Nhich lies about 
100 miles north of Vancouver on the regular shipping route 
between Seattle and Alaska. Ripple Rock, a twin peak mountain, 
was only n"ine f e_et below the surf ace at low tide. More than 
120 vessels have been lost by capsizing or running aground 
while trying to navigate the currents around the rock. At 
least 114 lives were lost in these mishaps. To remove this 
serious hazard to navigation, tunnels were driven from the 
shore,· under the channel and up into the two peaks. Two 
million seven hundred fifty-six thousand pounds of DuPont 
"Ni tram ex" were loaded into the peaks. After the· blast, 
the top of the rock was more than 50 feet below the surface 
at low tide which now enables the ships to negotiate the 
Seymour Narrows in safety. 
CI-I1lP-TEl~ III 
TYPES OF EXPLOSIVES USED IN CONSTRUCTION 
There are many types and grades of explosives presently 
available to the contractor, and more are becoming avail-
able each. year. As a result of advancements in explosives 
and vvith the addition of versatile new developments in dril-
ling equipment, .blasting methods, and basic rock mechanics 
research, contractors are handling more jobs with less cost 
and better results than ever before. 
The 60-gel man or pmvder monkey has been replaced by 
a contractor or engineer Viho sees a blasting job as part of· 
a construction project as a whole. Tv,ro main factors influence 
the choice and use of explosives: results and costs. It is 
no longer necessary to rely on intuition or tradition in the 
selection of an explosive. The engineer can make his choice 
of an explosive at the estimating table long before the job 
begins • 
. The contractor may not pick the least expensive type 
or grade of explosive. The contractor's aim is to get the 
maximum results with the minimum cost per unit. He, there-
fore,·has to be informed of the explosives available and 
their characteristics. 
Contractors now wan,t to haul out rock fast. ·with scrapers 
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instead of taking time to load trucks with a shovel. .This 
trend towards shooting-to-pan calls for expecially close 
attention to how explosives are used and the characteristics 
of the explosive selected for a job. Fragmentation and con-
trol of rock throw are all important. 
Contractors are asking explosives to work to much smaller 
tolerances. With pre-splitting techniques they cut sharp, 
complex faces for channels and tunnel portals. They excavate 
for bridge piers and soon will ·aig foundations for· downtown 
buildings. 
· There are many types and grades of explosives used for 
· industrial purposes today. All of these many types and grades 
fall into one 6f two-general categories: low explosives or 
h~gh ~xplo~ives. An explosive ·1s. classified as.low or high 
depend1ng upon the speed~t which the change.of state from 
a solid to a ga~ takes place. - It is important to realize .· 
the' difference in reactions of a high and low explosive be-
cause 'they are vastly different.· A low explosive, such as 
. . 
black powder, changes from a solid gaseous state relatively 
slowly. The action·causing this change is called deflagra-
tion. A deflagrating explosive is one that burns over a 
relatively sustained period of time, and this action can 
be utilized to push or shove, rather than tear, the object 
against which it is placed. The principal use of the low 
explosive has_been for powder.trains such as time fuse, but 
more recently low explosives.have come back into·use in 
.excavating work. 
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A high explosive, such as dynamite or TNT changes from 
a solid to a gaseous state almost instanta~~o~sly. The 
reaction causing this change is called detonation. A high 
explosive is detonated by a violent impulse from a blasting 
cap while low explosives may be set off by a flame. This 
sudden generation of gases and their extremely rapid expan-
sion produces a shattering effect which can overcome great 
resistance. This is in considerable contrast to the low 
explosive which produces a relatively slow and regular ex-
. plosive pressure. The velocity o~ detonation of a high ex-
plosive and the rate of deflagration of a low exl)~osive is 
expressed.in feet per second~ 
Our nation uses nearly one billion pounds of explosives 
in commercial enterprises each year.' This does not include 
the large amount purchased by the military and foreign coun-
tries. Of this total amount, an average of 200 million 
pounds is used in the operation of quarries. each year vn1ile 
·another 200 million is used for purposes of construction. 
In 1961 the construction industry used 236 million pounds. 
·of.this, 49% was ammonia nitrate explosives, 47% was dyna-
. .• . 
mite,· and tl~e remaining 4% was special-purpose explosives 
such as TNT and. plastics. 
Dynamite ( 3 ). · 
There are numerous types of dynamite, and each type 
. . 
is divided into a series of grades. Each type and each grade 
are· different from any other type and grade in one or more 
properties or characteristics. The principal ~roperties 
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which govern the selection of an explosive for use on a 
job are: 
Strength - this refers to the energy content of an 
explosive which in turn determines the force and power the 
dynamite develops and the work it is capable of doing. 'rhe 
nitroglycerin or straight dynamites are rated in strength 
according to the percentage by weight. of nitroglycerin 
which they _contain; that is, dynamite referred to as 40% 
·, 
straight dynamite actually contains-40%. of nitroglycerin 
by ~eight. An erroneous concept.is that the actual blast-
ing power developed •'by different .• str'engths . is in direct 
proportion to the percentage markings. For e~ample, a 40% 
dynamite is twice as strong as 20% and that 60% is three 
times as strong as 20%. This is not true. This is because 
in increasing t'he amount of nitroglycerin in.the dynamite 
it is necessary to decrease the other constituents which 
also add to the strength of the dynamite. These constituents 
will be discussed a little later. 
Dynamites are sometimes graded according to their bulk 
or volume strength. This refers to the strength per cart-
ridge of the explosive, and the bulk-strength fig,-ure indicates 
that one·cartridge so marked has a strength comparable with 
one cartridge of straight dynamite at the same percentage 
and size.· lt.should also be pointed out, however, that two 
dynamites of the same strength do not necessarily produce 
the -same blasting action in the field. This is due to the 
fact that properties other than strength~ particularly density 
and velocity, have a distinct influence on the performance. 
Density -This is expressed as the number of 1 1/4-inch 
cartridges contained in a 50-pound case. This may vary from 
85 to 205 cartridges per 50-pound case~ The purpose of den-
sity variations is to enable the blaster to· concentrate or 
distribute 6harges at will. 
Sensitiveness - This is a measure of .a dynamite's pro-· 
pagating ability both· with regard to a column charge in a 
bore hole' and between separate bore holes. It is important 
.that dynamites be sensitive enough to insure. detonation for 
the entire length of the hole or charge. HO\vever, dynamite 
must not be so sensitive that it will be exceptionally hazardous 
to handle. Sensitivene~s is measured by the distance in 
inches over which-one half of a 1 1/4-inch x 8-inch cartridge 
· vdll propagate another 1/2 cartridge when both. halves, with 
cut ends facing, ar.e enclosed in a hollow paper tube and 
shot in the open. 
Velocity - This is a measure in £eet per second of the 
speed at which the . ¢letonation wave traveis through a column .· 
of explosives. Dynamites range_in velocity from 4000 fps 
to 23,000 fps. As the velocity is increased, the explosive 
usually produces greater shattering effect in hard materials. 
Water Resistance - High explosives differ widely in 
their capacity to resist the effects of water. The gelatin: 
dynamites are practically·waterproof. Some of the high 
··density. ammonia dynamites have good water resistivity v1hile 
the low density ammonia dynamites and permissables have little 
or no resistance to water. Dynamites which are penetrated 
by water, first·have their efficiency impaired, and then on 
prolonged.exposure to water may not detonate. 
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Freezing Resistance - All commercial dynamites supposed-
ly will not freeze under ordinary exposure to the lowest 
atmospheric temperatures normally encountered in this country. 
However, dynamites which do become fr,o'zen must be thawed be-
fore being used because they become hazardous·and unreliable 
if frozen. Thawed dynamite may lose some of its original 
strength. 
Fumes - Gases resulting from the explosion of dynamite 
are principally carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and steam, which 
in the ordinary sense are nontoxic. In addition, poisonous 
gases may also be present. These gase~, carbon .monoxide · 
and nitrogen oxides, a-!'e called fumes. Both the·nature and 
the quantity of fumes vary among the different types.and 
grades·or dynamites. For open work, fumes are usually of 
no concern, but for underground work they.require that con-
siderable consideration be given to the choice of the explosive, 
amount of the explosive to be used, and to conditions of 
.blasting and ventilation. Fumes should not be confused with 
smoke from a blast. 
Packing - Dynamites are .furnished in a wide variety of 
sizes. Usually these are divided into two classes: small 
cartridges are those under 4 inches in diameter·and large 
cartridges are those over 4 inches in diameter. Among the 
small cartridges the most popular diameters are 1 1/8 inch 
and 1 1/4 .inch •. Diameters of 11/2, 1 3/4, and 2 inch are 
also frequently used. ·The most popular length is 8 inches, 
but there is a trend toward longer cartridges up to 24 inches. 
In the large size category, .diameters ranging up to 
6 inches are most in demand. Lengths vary from 16 to 30 
inches. 
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In selecting a dynamite for any specific purpose, and 
especially for underground r.rork, many factors must be taken 
into account. 'l'he most important considerations involve 
the material to be blasted -- its denseness, hardness, tough-
ness, . friabili ty, etc. -- the degree of fragmentation desired, 
whether the holes are wet or dry, the amount of ~entilation 
in underground working places, and whether or not combustible 
gases or dust are present. Each blast presents some combina-. 
tions of these conditions and hence a dynamite with proper 
combination of properties, and with the proper packing, should 
be chosen. 
Dynamite is a general term given to a class of explo-
sives in which the principal explosive ingredient is usually 
nitroglycerin.·. There are many distinct types of. dynamite 
and each type ha~ one or more grades, including special 
· · grades which are designated for special classes of work • 
. There is· no standard composition or set of ingredients· 
·.ror dyn~miteas there is for black powder or TNT. Even thpugh 
nitroglycerin is the most common ingredient of dynamites, 
it. may vary from 5 to 90 per cent by weight in different 
·compositions. The more important ingredients of dynamite 
are: 1) synthetic nitrogen compounds such as Nitroglycerin 
or TNT,· 2) oxidizing agents such as sodium or ammonia nitrates, 
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3) combustible ingredients, 4) freezing point depressants, 
and.5) antacids. 
There are many manufacturers of explosives in the United 
States, but in discussing and researching the properties of 
dynamite only the three largest manufacturers were considered. 
The three companiGs whose products are discussed here are 
the DuPont, Hercules, and Atlas Companies. It should be 
noted that Atlas products west of the Mississippi River are 
carried with the brand name Giant Explosives. 
For all practical purposes the dynamite used by the 
construction industry may be divided into nine distinct 
types. Each type has one or more series of grades, and 
most have in addition special grades vvhich are normally 
used for one special type of work. 
Straight or :Nitroglycerin Dynamite - This is the 
standard against _which all other dynamites are compared 
on a weight-for-:-vrnight basis. This type dynamite contains 
nitroglycerin as the only material which by itself is an 
explosive. These dynamites are characterized by high velocity 
which imparts a quick shattering, action. They resist v.rater. 
very well, particularly in the higher stre;gths. Their 
fumes, however, make them unsuitable for use in underground. 
or confined spaces. Straight dynamites are practically 
never used for general blasting because of relatively high 
cost, sensitiveness to• shock and friction, and very high 
infla.mmability. Ditching dynamite is_a straight 50% dynamite . . 
made especially for ditCh blasting under wet conditions where 
the propagation method of blasting is applicable. 
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Red Cross Extra or Amodyn - This type ii manufactured 
in grade strengths of 20% to 60%. · It diff~rs from straight 
dynamite in that a portion of the .nitroglycerin is replaced 
by sufficient amrr.oni.um nitrate to maintain grade strength. 
Compared to the straight·dynamites, the·extra dynamites are, 
grade for grade, lower in velocity and water resistance. 
They are less sensitive to shock and friction, less inflam-
mable, and considerably more economical. They have less 
shattering effect which is a definite advantage in certain 
types of work. Due to the use of special ingredients they 
are sufficiently waterproof ·for most practical purposes 
provided that they are u~ed with the wrappers intact. 
This Extra dynamite is probably the best known all-
purpose explosive. It is widely used in quarry operations 
and on construction projects ·where the material to be blasted 
is of medium hardness. It is also used in stumping and 
boulder blasting. Because of its excellent fumes, it is 
well suited for underground work. 
DuPont Extra, Hercomite 2 Apcodyn - This is a dynamite 
similar to the previbus type except that these dynamites 
contain a relatively low percentage of nitroglycerin. The 
weight strength is obtained through the use of high pro-
portions of.ammonium nitrate. These dynamites are used 
extensively in blasting soft materials such as clay, lime-
stone, gypsum, etc. This i"s a low-cost dynamite and should 
be considered whenever conditions appear to be favorable. 
This type carries as much .strength as the straight dynamites 
but doesn't have the shattering effect. For example, 
military dynamite does not contain any nitroglycerin I?ut 
is composed almost entirely of ammonium nitrate, yet it 
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is rated as a higher strength than t.he straight dynamites~ 
, Gelatin - The explosive .h:ise of gela~in dynamite is 
a jelly made by.dissolving nitrocot~on in nitroglycerin. 
Gelatinized nitroglycerin may vary in consistency from a 
thick, viscous liquid to a tough rubbe~-like substance. 
It is ·insoluble in water and tends to coat and waterproof 
other materials which it covers. Strengths vary from 20 
to 90 per cent, and this type gelat.in dynamite corresponds 
to the straight dynamites in the nongelatinous groups. 
These explosives are derise, plastic, cohesi~e, aµd 
practically waterproof. They have excellent fumes in the 
20 to 60 per cent strengths, but in the higher strengths 
their fumes.are poor.· Their plasticity makes it possible 
to load.them solidly in.bore holes in order to obtain maxi-
... mum loading density •.. When. confined in a borehole they. 
·. : . . . 
· .. dev~lop·.high velocity of detonation and, consequently, a 
quick, .shattering action. . .. These two characteristics, com-
bined with their high densi.ty, make. them most effective 
.· .. ;, .. 
in hard, tight work and in operations where a maximum shattering 
·· effect is required~ · 
Thegelatins are adapted to all varieties of work which 
. ' . . . 
is wet. · .The higher· strengths are recommended for blasting 
very hard~ tough·'. rock as is sometimes encountered in tunnel 
driving. The. gelatins do not enjoy wide use at the present 
time because.·of their. high cost in. comparison with more modern 
·.·grades· which. can be. substituted for most work with complete 
. ·•.· satisfaction. 
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High Velocity - High Pressure Gelatins - It is an in-
herent :property of the conventional types of gelatin dyna-
mites to detonate at two velocities. Unconfined they will 
usually explode at the rate of 7000 fps, ,vhereas confined 
they will explode at 13,000 to 22,000 fps. However, high 
water pressures may cause them either to detonate at low 
velocity or fail entirely. 
Because of this characteristic, this type of dynamite 
was developed which has the same strength as the· regular 
gelatins but will retain its sensitiveness and high velocity 
under adverse conditions. Thefefore, this type of gelatin 
is best \~1en shooting under· considerable hydrostatic head. 
Special Gelatin - This is an ammonia gelatin, that is,· 
one in which a portion of the nitroglycerin is replaced by 
ammonia nitrate. ·This type corresponds to the Red Cross 
Extra in the nongelatinous grqup. It is manufactured in 
grades·from 25 to 85 per cent strength. These gelatins can. 
replace the straight gelatins for most work and are more 
economical. They have good fumes in all grades. These 
special gelatins are •.vi dely used in quarrying and uncon-
fined construction work. 
Gelex, Gelamite, Gelodyn - This is a series of dyna-. 
mites combining the economy of the low density extra dyna-
mites with the ·water. resistance and cohesiveness imparted 
by gelatinized nitroglycerin. In other words, it is a 
' . 
semigeiatin that has certain gelatin characteristics which 
will enable it to· replace gelatins and gelatin extras 
successfully· in many instances.and should result in an 
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appreciable savings in explosive costs. This type dynamite 
is widely used as an all-purpose explosive for both quarrying 
and general construction. 
Permissables :- Explosives are designated l'Permissable" 
when they have been. tested and passed as safe for blasting. 
in mines by the United States Bureau of rviines. An engineer 
might have need for this type of explosive when. involved in 
. underground work. However, a dynamite marked as Permissable 
does not mean that it can be used without reservation in an 
area where explosive gases· may be present·. When used in 
accordance with the· seven· rules prescribed by the Bureau of 
Mines, this.type may be used with little likelihood of a 
gas or dust ignition. All explosives· when fired give a. 
flame which varies in volume, duration, and temperature. 
Black blasting powder gives the longest lasting flame. 
Some of the. dynamites devel.op a. flame which is shorter.· 
.. 
duration.than that.of black powder, but-which is very much 
hotter. Permissable dynamites are especially designed to 
· produce a flame of· small volume, short duration e.nd low 
temperature. · Each major manufacturer of explosives has 
·.·.···.·.approximately 15 grades of permissables including the gela-
: tin and semigelatin permissables. The grade selected would 
depend on moisture present, type material, degree of fracture 
desired, etc •. 
: . Permissable explosives, particularly the low and very. 
low grades, have a tendency to absorb wci~er or moisture 
readily and· deteriorate very readily as a .result. Therefore, 
good storage facilities mus:t be provided. 
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Seismograph Types-:' The use of seismographs in.the 
' 
field of cpnstruction and civil engineering for subsoil 
·. :investigation is becoming increasingly common. The powder 
manufactlj.:r,ers· have met the need for the special type ex-
. .· ; ( . . . 
, '. 
· ... plosive tt~ed for this work. This explosive is special only 
in the sense that the containers are rigid, which facilitates 
. ,· ·. ~: .·, 
loading· in partially blo.cked drill hol~s· which are so often 
encountered·in this.prospecting work. All of the.grades 
are so manufactured· to wi thsta:rid soi'l moisture .Which is 
normally encountere·d.. Als'o :thefe is a grade of this explosive 
for underwater.prospecting. 
. . '. . . . . . 
This concludes the nine major types of dynamites which 
are most ofteri encountered in construction. These types 
will be mentioned again in relation to a specific job under 
·· a given ~ei'. of conditions. 
Blasting Agents· 
· The next type of ex1Jlosi ve. to be .examined has the broad 
classifiQation,of "blasting agent." A.blasting agent is 
. an insensitive chemical composition or mixture, containing no 
nitroglycerin,· which can be made to.explode only when ini-
. ' . . . 
·. · .. tiated with a lligh explosive primer. Under normal circum-
stances, th~ manufacturers claim th~t these blasting agents 
.• cannot be deton~ted by 1) the strongest commercial blasting 
cap, 2) Primacord, ·.3) r1ame, 4) s11o~k, · 5) friction, 6) the 
impact of b·all: ammunition. · ·This. is. the reason why the name 
. blasting agent. and .riot high explosive is applied to the 
product. 
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The blasting agents are composed primarily of ammonium 
nitrate with a small percentage of other nitro-carbo-nitrates 
included. Blasting agents come in several forms: pre-packaged 
metal containers, burlap bags, cardboard containers, and 
asphalt laminated boxes. Some are employed intact in their 
containers while others, known·as free running, p.re poured 
from their containers into the holes. 
Ammonium nitrate continues to be a new explosive to a 
large number of contractors each year - or at least contrac-
·tors are firing a larger amount each year. Figures compiled 
by the Construction Methods and Equipment magazine indicate 
that the percentage of ammonium nitrate used by the construe'"'.' 
tion industry increased from 29% in 1959 to 49% in 1961.(7 ) 
·· This seems rather odd when, as pointed out earlier, the ANs 
· (as ammonium nitrates· are called) were· sold commercially in 
1935 and their ability to perform vrnrk efficiently and econo-
mically was demonstrated rather thoroughly by the TVA in the 
·. early 194.0' s. The .figures for 1962 have not yet been compiled • 
. There are eight separate and specific types of AN ex-
plosives in general use. by the construction industry. Each 
of these blasting agents is knovm by a brand name which is 
different for each product of the same type manufactured 
by the different producers. Therefore, itis pointed out 
that the following products listed are brand names and are 
called by some entirely different name if manufactured by 
' . 
a different. company~' 
Nitramon - This AN comes in two grades: A and No. 2. 
These two grades· differ in .density, strength; and performance. 
·./·, 
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·Grade A has a density of 1.27 to 1.48 and is comparable to 
60% special gelatin in most work. Grade 2 has a density 
·of 1.20 and is similar to 40% Red Cross Extra dynamite in 
per.formance. Both grades come ;in metal cans with diameters 
ranging from 4 1/2 inches to 9 inches in increments of 1/2-
inch. Weights range from 13 1/2 to 85 pounds per can. 
On one end of the -can a bail is provided for handling 
and priming the hole. Nitramon gives its most outstanding 
results in rock of medium to soft hardness. It is recommended 
primarily for vertical holes but can be used in horizontal 
holes. It is not recommended for sprung holes. 
Nitramon has proved ideal for coyote tunnel.blasting~ 
Here its safety features are especially attractive. Elec-
tric lights can be used safely for lighting while loading 
a11d headaches such as experienced with dynamite when working 
· in enclosed places are not encountered.· 
Nitramex - As the use bf Nitramon increased, it became 
clear.that a stronger and denser grade was needed. This was 
· ·. especially true in hard rock formations. Therefore, Ni tramex 
>2 and Nitramex 2H were developed. They.have a density of 
,l.80, but other than.strength the c~aracteristics and pack-
agi_ng· is· the. same as Ni tramon. 
Nitramon - S ·- This is a special packaged can of Nitra-
' mon used for seismic prospecting. It differs from normal 
Nitramon only.in that the cans are stronger and have more 
resistance to· water:: pressure. The cans are· threaded at 
each end s6 that secticins can b~ joined to form a long, 
rigid charge to-facilitate loading the hole and to insure 
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positive contact between the sections for detonation. They 
range in size from 2 inches to 2 1/2 inches in diameter and 
are 4 1/2 to 6 inches long. Each can weighs one pound. 
Ni tramon VYW - This again is a special type of Ni tramon 
for use in seismic prospecting at sea. It has a specific 
gravity of.approximately 1.2 which allows it to sink readily 
in water, but it does not require.excessive buoyant material 
if suspended charges are required. 
Nitramon HH - HH means hot-hole. This type AN is de-
signed for use where very high temperatures may be encountered 
in the hole as sometimes occurs in the coal mining industry. 
Special techniques are required with this type, and it should 
not be used in a "hot-hole" vvi thout special instructions. 
Nitramite - This is a low-cost blasting agent with a 
. density of 1 .• 05 to 1. 25. It is packed in heavy asphalt 
~-- . . 
laminated shells which ·are, according to the manufacturer's 
claims, supposed to resist water for 8 to 36 hours. Except. 
for wet work it will accomplish the same results as Nitramon 
at a more economical cost. 
Akremite - This is a patented process whereby a granular 
,free-flowing AN, ·generally fertilizer prills, is mixed with 
1 to' 12% of combustible matet.ial 1,,vhich is generally powdered 
coal or fuel oil. This mixture is packaged in bags of 
. ' ' ' 
··flexible. waterproof· plastic material \Yhich are capable of 
expanding and deforming without breaking to fill the hole 
completely. 
Free Running Agents·:...it is often desirable for various 
reasons to load .a .be>re hole with.a granular free-flowing 
·· ... / ' 
',•.:_; 
.. •·,. ,. 
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b.lasting agent rather than a rigid can of material. The 
main reason for using the free-flowing AN is that you get 
much better results in a crooked or partially blocked hole· 
because with this material you can fill all available hole 
volume. Also the free-running material is more economical. 
There is no cost for packing and the right amount of explo:-
sive can be added to each hole with no loss due to packing. 
Even .though the·free-running AN is less dense than the 
packaged, this disadvantageis over.come by the larger volume 
in a hole being fi}led. and by the lower .costs for explosives. 
:The net result is·a substantial lowering of· unit cost of 
material produced. The one point to· remember in.determining 
costs is that all blasting agents must be detonated with· a 
high explosive primer. 
· To illustrate the physical characteristics and . packaging 
·of the ANs which are.free running the .following blasting . 
< · · agents which are most frequently used in th_e construction 
,.· .· 
. >.: ·.· 
in~ustry are described:. 
. . . . .. 
' ' 
.Pelletol 1 - This free-running blasting agent consists 
•.. , of slightly oval.-shaped smooth pellets about 3/32 inches 
. . . ' 
in .diameter which can be poured easily through a 1/2-inch· 
·opening. The individual pellets have a density of :1.5 so 
. : they will. sink easily in water. These pellets have unlimited 
resistance to water according to the manufacturer. The 
. £ume·s · from this · AN are very poor_, and its . use should· be 
limit.ed·in·all' cases to open work. Even with.this precaution, 
personnel.should be.kept •away from the.blast area until.the 
· fumes· and· smoke have· dissipated. 
Nitramite FR~ As the name indicates, this is a free 
running Nitramite which is often used by~olitractors for 
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small-diameter hole blasting as frequently encountered in 
quarries and road work. It.has no water· resistance but can 
.be used for top loading as. is· often done due to its low 
cost •.. Another frequent use o:f Nitramite FR. is in coyote 
tunnel blasting. The 50-pound burlap bags of the explosive 
have been found to b·e easier loading than the cans as well 
. ' 
' ' ' 
. as much more economical..·· The lesser density is of little 
· .. · significance in .such volume· blasting. 
Nili te - This is also a non-waterp'roof, free running 
. . . . .· 
:.:: blasting '.agent· c9mp·.osed. of: AN and .. oil. . It : has a.density · 
. . . ' . . 
of.Q~9. ,I~ ts·~elati~~ly ·inex~ensive as compared to the 
other ANs, but it· :.has. lim~ted u.se. : It is ·~sed by contrac-
tors. fo,r blasting· in dry stratified limestone, ·sandstone, .... -··, . . . 
shale, or other.dry sedimentry deposits of medium hardness~ 
' Another disadvant.·age. of this explosive is that it must be 
'. completely stemmed for satisfactory results. This poses ' 
" ' 
~-a pr~bl~m in coyote tunnei blasting~ 
·. Ammonium Nitrate - Fuel Oil - Following the introduc-
tion of '!Akremi te" by the DuPont Co. in 1955, a practice of. 
·. . ' . 
' ' ' 
• • • M • • 
<· ·. mixing basically the. same ingredients, ammonium nitrate and 
fuel oil,. at the blasting location was started by a quick-:-
' thinking contractor and spread rapidly to practically .all 
blasting operations where it. offered a promise of economy • 
. This mixture· is called AN-FO after its constituents ,Amm·onium 
nitrate and fuel oil. ··.This i_s: a blaster's· term and not· a 
patented trade name • 
. -,,. : : ' 
, ... 
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The method is quite simple, and blasting performance 
in most instances will equal that of the more expensive 
manufactured or pre-mixed ANs. The ammonium nitrate used 
in the mixture is the common fertilizer prill. With the 
latest procedure the ammonium nitrate prills are simply 
poured into the holes with fuel oil added simultaneously 
or after a bag or two orprills have been emptied into the 
hole. 
Some contractors mix the oil and prills on the surface 
before loading the holes. Mechanical mixing in either case 
is not necessary since the oil is dispersed through the 
· prills in the borehole by the action of gravity. 
The mixture proportions which seem to be favored by 
most contractors are 3 quarts of oil per 50-pound bag of 
prills; or about 6% oil by weight. 
The.one big advantage of the AN-FO mixtures is their 
reaction with water. Ammonium nitrate is soluble in water; 
therefore the AN~FO mixture is very hard to initiate when 
wet, and efficiency drops rapidly on exposure in a wet hole. 
Another limitation on its use is the size of the hole. The 
performance in holes below three inches in diameter is 
i generally unsatisfactory or·· unreliable. 
Because _of its poor reaction to water, the fumes it 
.creates, and because it has not been available in small 
cartridges, AN-FO has been used seldom in underground con-
struction. How~ver, it appears.that the latter two disad-
. vantages are rapidly being overcome and within· the next two 
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years, AN-FO is scheduled for tunnel driving duties. Atlas 
currently is developing test rounds for use on a tunnel that 
Tecon Corporation of Dallas will drive in Tennessee. 
Air-jetting of AN-FO into tunnel blast holes appears 
to be the coming trend. It gives two .advantages: prills 
are handled easier than by any manual method, and the air 
pressure loads the holes completely. Many powder companies 
now sell an air-jetting unit to speed placement of AN. 
Basically there are two kinds. One forces the prills in by 
direct air pressure and the other uses a semi-vacuum like 
a huge atomizer. Atlas calls theirs the Powder Monkey and 
DuPont has a ~orehole Loader and a Mark II Supercharger. 
There are several satisfactory methods used in priming 
the ANs. The most satisfactory results seem to be with the 
manufactured primers, but most contractors use dynamite or 
TNT to make primers. They are quickly manufactured on the 
job using Brimacord and dynamite sticks or 1-pound blocks 
of TNT. 
Slurries - Another "combination" explosive fast becom-
ing accepted by the contractors is called a "slurry." It 
has been used for some time by ore and coal miners but only 
recently has been accepted for general use by the construc-
· tion industry. A slurry is a mixture of 65% ammonium ni-
. trate, 200;6 TNT, and 15% water. It has the consist ency of 
a thick soup and is grey in color. It is heavier than water, 
· and, therefore, it sinks and stays in wet holes. 
The AN slurry combines into one material several ad-
vantages.of free flowing AN and .a high explosive; first, 
F 1,:·, 
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·. the slurry is unaffected by wet holes which do cause diffi-
culties· with the AN-FOs. ·Next, the slurry produce:s good 
p:reakage because of the presence of.the TNT:andthe manner 
' .. . ·, . 
: in ·which it is put into the hole. . Third, slurries. cost 
less than high explosives but give similar results.· In a 
situation where the most practical dynamite would cost $.25. 
. . 
per cubic yard, a slurry wo:uld give the same results for· 
:: $.15 per yard. · Finally, . slurries are as safe to. handle as 
the AN agents •. 
Generally speaking, tunneling, precision drilling, 
demolition, etc.' will still 'require the use of a. b.igh 
explosive, namely, dynamite. But the trend in excavation 
appears to be as follows:. : when holes ·are· dry, AN-FO, . which. _.· 
is the lowest· cost of ·all. practical construction expiosi:ves, 
. . . ' ···:·.: . 
will be ·used; ~hen the holes are wet, slurries will be used • 
. , . And when the holes a:re: only partial:ly wet ~ which ·is the. 
·.· .· general condit1o:n normallyi ~n~quritered ·~ the. contractor \Vil! 
.use. both· AN..;.Fo ·and: a slurry".·• 
. . . 
· .. ·. Aerex ·.;;_ ·A· new explosive which· appears to .have(:·great 
. . : '. <.:>possibilities.· in· 'the c;nstruction Industry but has yet to· 
. " . .' . ',, .. ,·, . . . ,, . . . 
-'.:·::,::.'be ·proven economically is cJlll.ed Aerex, .a trade n~~e, .. and 
. ., . . .. 
is·manufa~tured ~y the Aerojet-General Corporation. 
Aerex comes· in :two .t·ypes :. Aerex · 1,. a liquid;· and .Aerex · 
. . . . 
2, a po.wd~r. Both have. only one giade at the present time, 
and·if is reportedly more powerful than 60% straight ·ayna-
.. . '.'.·,.. . ,, 
';.>. ··mite~: Both can be fired with a. blasting .cap and neither 
. must. be. primed.· : 
. . . . 
,:·a~th torms:. 0£ the explosive· arrive .·at tJ:ie· construction 
: :. /· 
·: .... ' 
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job as two separate components, Aerex A and Aerex B. 
Separately .the components are not class;i.fiecl as an explosive 
and will not explode until they are mixed. They are com-
bined in a ratio of· 16% A to 84% B. 
The manufacturer stat·es that Aerex 1 - the liquid -
is best for extremely wet conditions and for underwater 
jobs; Aerex 2, the powder, will propagate in .boreholes as 
small as l inch in diameter,'thus saving drilling and blast-
ing costs. The explosive is. expensive·, presently costing 
$.50 per pound. 
A contractor in California used Aerex at a dam job 
and cut.his powder requirements from_l pound per ·yard of 
AN-FO to 3/8 pound per yard of· 'Aerex. · 
' ' ' 
'one ~ethod of employing this new explosive in under-
. . . . . . . . 
water work.which has been used is to place the ·Aerex in 
•- 6-inch _diameter polyethylen:e sausages from 10 to 100 feet 
long. Divers place the charges around the submerged ob-
structions and they are detonated with 3-foot lengths of 
50 grain Primacord •. 
Trinitrotoluene - This high explosive is commonly ·called 
·by the abbreviation TNT.- It is one of the-least sensitive 
' ' 
.of the. high explosives· and· also has the desirable character-
' ' ' 
istic of not being affected by water. It. is commonly used ,. 
by contractors for priming the less sensitive blasting agents, 
ma~ing slurries, and the demolition of. structures. 
. ' . . . 
··. The cost is rather high as compared to dynamite, so 
· · . most ·contractors prefer to use dynamite whenever possible 
for economical reasons. 
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TNT is packagedin 1/2, 1, and 8-pound blocks. The 
1/2 arid 1-pound blocks come ·in cases of 50 pounds each, ·· and 
the 8-pound blocks come 8 to each case. 
· · .· .. The ends of the 1/2 and !-pound blocks~ are fitted. 
with cap wells for easier priming.· TNT·canbe handled and 
formed much the same as dynamite, but it does not have tne 
· . workability of. dynamite •. 
Plastics .... Pla.stic·. ~xpiosives. were developed late in 
' ,·. 
World War II andmariy.improvements have been made.since that 
'· ':.·,,:_ 
· time. Plasti~~is not used by contractors except for sp~cial-
·. ized jobs and then .. only in limited quantities. The .main . 
.• · reason for · the • lack of popularity among contractors is. the 
cost.~of.these' explosives • 
. , 
Plastic iswhite in color (the earlier.types.were 
. yellow),' has a pleasant odor, and t.he fumes are fair~ It 
: .· <: reta:i.ns. its consistency of molding clay over a wide range 
... ' ' . ' . . 
,,\ ' . 
,:,· of temperatur~s and has about the same sensi ti~eness as TNT. •·· 
····:,-· . 
:.•·Plastics can be' used for cutting steel, concrete, or.· 
. · :·, !· . . i· 
·other dense in'aterials.. It has been used for removing· 
··. '.<.janim.ed· b.olts, remoying the· he~ds of.bolts,· and other un-
·,.·,. ,' .. 
·usual. and imaginai;iye. jobs.: 
. . . . . ' . 
,· ,, . 
.' 
·,: r··· 
:~ ,··/.·.': ;_ .. \.·. ;,: ·_ 
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· TABLE I 
-- - - -
Characteristics of Principal Explosives 
Velocity .of Relative Effect Intensity of 
Detonation As External Fumes 
(ft. per sec.) Charge {TNT=lOO) 
21,000 1.00 Poor 
11,000 0.42 Poor 
-_ 26,000 - _ l.34 Fair 
15,000 - _0.65 Poor 
.18,000 •o.79 Poor 
19,000 0.83 Poor 
9,000 0.41 Poor 
11,000 0.46 Poor 
12,000 0.53 Poor 
8,000 0.42 Fair 
9,000 0.47 Fair 
16,000 0.76 Fair 
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USES OF 'EXPLOSIVBS ,' IN: CONSTRUCTION 
· i' great; many t'ypes of;construction projects· involve 
the use of explosives;)so,inariy,in·fact, that it would re-
quire considerable time and space to describe them all. 
··Some ·applications are used only infrequently and will be 
omitted fr.om this report •.. The uses of explosives for con-
,stru~tion purposes 'can be ~laced into one of fou~ categqr-
Grade construction, ditching, demolition, and tunnel-
··, .. Grade const:ruction may be further divided into clear-
c1nd grubbing, excavation, and fill settlement. 
Clearing and Grubbing 
Clearing and grubl:>:ing 'a. section of land involves the 
:: .. '. 
removal :of the cover, disposing of it, and removing stumps, 
and boulders to a specified depth. Generally, the 
of.heavy equipment offers the fastest and most economi-
method to clear a piece of land. 
' ' ' 
However, there are 
• 'some instances where dynamite is ·the safest, most · conven-
ient, or most ·economical method for removal of ·stumps, rocks, 
' ' . . . 
or timber. Sometimes the use of explosives is the only 
. practical means of accomplishing the job. Many stumps are 
· too large and heaviiy rooted to be pulled out by machine. 
··, ," . .,· . 
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·,··.': .· 
On occasion suitable equipment is not available or cannot 
be used due to unfavorable ground conditions as in swamps 
or marsh lands. Then, too, when only a few stumps are 
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·· present or they are widely scattered, it may not be economi-
.· cal to bring a dozer to a site for a few minutes work. 
Most contractors have f·ound that the greatest efficiency 
in large-scale stump removal usually results from acombina-
tion of explosive and mechanical power •. When employing 
this method, the smaller stumps are:pulled out with equip-
ment, the intermediate ·sizes are·blasted out, and the larger 
ones are first . split into convenient sfzes and then rem·oved 
with a dozer. Of cour~e, the use of _this method·would.de..:. 
·,.pend· on the root system and the type trees ·involved. 
Timber - Cutting - Charges - Timber may be ~ut ·· by placing 
•. ·· the . charges· in one -of two methods, one internal· and the 
. . . ,, 
other external.· _The external placement requires about twice 
' . . '. . . ·- . . . 
' as much explosives ._as the internal inethod, but it may be the 
•. lellst expensive, depending on the value of time. 
TNT. or 40% extra dynamite is most frequently used for · 
·· .. external timber: cutting charges.· The amount necessary depends 
• _upon the hardness of.the timber, and if a large number of 
':' ··.:·.,, 
t~ees are 'to be felled, the most ecbnomi~al size charges 
. . 
should be determir1ed by trial shots. . An initial· charge 
of·p = 4/3C will fell most-timber under ordinary circum-
. stances. P is pounds of explosive and C' is the circumference 
of the tree in feet. 
Externtll·charges are piaced as close as possible to the 
·. :surface of the tree· or timber to be cut. The explosive charge 
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should be placed on the side of the tree in the direction in 
which it is desired for the tree to fall. In high winds or 
when the tree is leaning away from the desired direction of 
f'.all, it may be.necessary to place a "kicker" charge, usually 
1/2 pound, at a height of 3/4 the length of the tree on the 
side opposite the desired direction of fall. (See Fig. la) • 
. Internal charges require holes to be drilled into the 
timber, thus this method is limited to the larger size trees. 
The two general procedures for placing the charges are shown 
in Fig. lb. Again the correct size charge can be determined 
by trial but a charge equal to P = D2/250 will insure cutting. 
Pis the pounds of explosives and o·is the diameter of the· 
. tree in inches, or t~e least cross-sectional dimension in 
·inches of dressed timber. 
Internal charges are placed in boreholes parallel with 
·· .. ·the greatest dimension of'the timber cross-section. They 
should be tightly tamped with moist earth. If the charge is 
too large for one borehole, two boreholes are drilled close 
together. For round timber the holes. are bored at right 
angles to each other. Both holes are primed and fired 
simultaneously. 
Stump Blasting·- Stumps are all classifed as either 
lateral rooted or tap rooted •. Lateral rooted infers that 
all of the roots are near the ground and nearly parallel to 
·it. The most common lateral rooted trees are cedar, fir, 
maple, and spruce. · Tap rooted infers that the tree has . one 
44 
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main root growing straight down. The best known examples 
of latera.1. rootedtrees are red and yellow pine. 
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' ,, 
Many Variables affe.ct tbe size arid placement of charges 
: ;'·:· .. ·,·. 
: ,· · for·· ~tump. removal. · .. The size of ·the stump ·rs stated as the 
· · ·. diameter as measured at one foot above the ground surf ace. 
... -i." .. 
. The co~di tion ·of. the st.ump must also be taken into conside-
ration •. Green,~tumps will usualiy require·about twice as 
'much dynamite as one'· that· :is old and dry. .Results will also 
,, 
•.'-i 
'·:' ' ... 
~,.· . . . 
: .: vary gre~t1y in different kinds .of soils. Heavy or aense 
'·< .. ·soils such as· clay or loam· give the best· results while sandy, 
> loose ,··and dry soils give tl~e poorest results.· The 'type of 
.. <:!'explosive ma; :Yary f'or the various co.ndi tions' but generally 
·:-')- ·,,:,: . . ; _: .. · ' ' . ' . . ' . 
··.: .:·· ·· ···a low velocity dynamite such. as 20% ammonia dynamite gives 
... ,· .,., 
the b~s·t ·results a:0d is'. the most economical •. ·. DuPont makes 
a specia! dynamite for-stumping called Logge.r_'s Powder Which 
equiy,a'ient .to a 40% extra dynamite. This sp~cial. 
i~,. :~ore expensive ·_than the. regular~ but it· will 
. . 
:'take car·e· oi green stumps, under the worst conditions •. 
·,,. ·' Because. so many. variables are :involved, it is impossib.le 
. . 
.· .. ·.:to p~edict: ihe ·exact·. size: 'cha;ge which will ~~mov~. a given . 
. )size stump.: A11 of the explosive manufacturerS publish a 
' ·://,.chart which suggest~. quantities that. have heen :round to. be . 
. , ':,:>:·:·satisfactory under normal conditions.. Experience and judg-
. :.-·ment :will indicate ·whether the size· charge. should be· increased 
or d~:creased for ... the given.· condition. 
\ Table II, Recommended Charges,. is :published by the . ·. 
··.· :'.:: .. ' ': DuPo·~t·· Qompany·. '·Thi~ t.~ble is ba~ed on the ·use·.,- of 1 1/4 x 
. ·.-,, .,.. . . . •, ··'· . . .. 
. . :::,·:: .. ···:::a~irich:::·cartridges iri ';f::irm·, :dense s.oil; if it is. dry. and: 
. . ' ,::·'.. ·::_;.:·\ . .'':-.'·.- ~ ' . ,.,,_._ : .i.· '·\:· ··, ' . . ' ' 
., '," 
Diameter of stump 
···one foot. above 
.·ground 
.. 6 II 









· Number of Dynamite Cartridges · 
Green Dry Partly Rotten 
2 1 1/2·.· l 
4 3 2 
6 4 .. 3 
8 6 4 
10 7 5 
13 9 6 
16 12 8 
20 15. 10 
' ' 
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('.light, the charges will have to be. increased. The recommended.· 
charges are also based on placement either under or' along 
side the stump. In the case of a tap rooted stump, only 
.aborit one-fifth of the recommended charge need be used if 
charge can be placed in a hole bored in the root. 
Figure 2 shows the typical charge placement for the 
conditions normally encountered, but these may be varied to 
suit individual conditions. For example, the. roots are 
· :often much larger on one side· of the stump than the other. 
and the charge should be placed under the larger side rather· 
the center of the stump; stumps on hillsides should 
· have the.· charges. placed on the· uphill side under the upper· 
< one-fourth of· the root .. system. 
. . ' 
,sometimes it; is n.~cessary to It spring" the hole. in order 
to get· the dynamite in the· proper position.· Sprung holes are 
47 
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. made by P.lacing a small charge in· a drilled hole and detonat-
ing it in order to.form a chamber at the bottom of the hole. 
The best results in stump blasting are obtained wh.en tne 
charge is split and ·tamped solidly in the bottom of the hole. 
. . : . ' 
.. . ' . . ' 
/:. . . The efficiency· is. greatly· increased by. confinement so all 
. ;:· {_:._ 
charges should be ade_quAtely stemmed.> The stemming material 
(wet so.il is.:· best) {~houl~ pe pµshed down lightJy ,f~r the first .. 
:few;. inches' : ~d. t'hen packed' as hard as possible: 'to <the mouth 
. . ·,·,-·.,·•>•:,·)·I· . 
: :·: · of ··the hole • .. ( . .~. / -: '· 
.. ··Boulder· Removal· ~··Another: use of·. explosives in cl~aring 
... and grubbing· is .in the removal of boulders: •.. There are two 
,-• ... 
:·::. methods ~ommonly used. to blast. and remove boulders:.' . mudcap ... ' 
·~ .. ' ' ' ,, '• ' 
p;i.ng and ~nakeholing. :Another.method not often used is called 
. ' . . . . ·. . . . . 
·blockl:loling: •.. :. To ·break the boulders into fragm~nts' for easier. 
handling .it. is•: necessary 'to· use a fast,: powerful . explosive 
/-'.such as TNT or straight ~:i;' ·extra dy~amite.· If it is desired . 
. ·' . . . . . . . . . . . 
... ; _. '.: > to · remOv~ the boulder. without: breaking it, · a 40% ammonia . 
· .. -.. - . . . ' . . . . ,. .. . ·. . " 
. o:_:::.-:\edyn:amite co~ld be used.,: 
. · / The snakeholing. method is used primarily when the boulder. 
is 'imbedd~d .in the. soil. ·· 'It consists of digging or angering .. · 
. . . . ., . . . 
a· hole '°tinder the rock which is ·1arge en.ough to perrni t enough ·. · 
.. ,J;J;::~~pl~s'ives t·o be massed at a point against the rock. It 
. : is · sometimes neees·sary to ll'.spring" the hole to perrni t cons en.;.. 
. • .. ~ .. '' • '. : . . 'I ' 
·· .. ,·;:>trat'fon•:o:( the explosiv~s. if the boulder is large enough to .. 
'··. :1·.·, . . . . ' ,• . 
' require·' a·.collside'rable charge.:; -The explosive ehargEf must . 
'' ··_·',1··:·:.:.·. 
be _pl~cec;l against/t~e· bo-µlder. if th~. boulder.· i_s to. be· broken. 
as it}-::is thrown::·ou:t'--of 't11e·· .. hole •• :· 
' . : ·' ;·· 
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.. The amount ·· of . the charge is reduced due to the tamping 
•effect·Of the ground and the rock. The amount of the charge 
will vary depending on the type of rock. Hard igneous rocks 
. . . 
will 0require more explosives than a soft sedimentry rock such 
. . . 
as shale. The .recommended rule for. determining the starting 
or initial charge is one to two 1 1/4 x 8-inch sticks of 
· dynamite per foot of thickness of the rock. 
. . . ' , 
The mudcapping method is.recommended for-use when the 
boulder is· on the surf ace or· only slight,ly imbedded. In 
• .. , this method the charge is placed on top' of the rock and 
covered by 6 to 12 inches·. of mud. . r:r11i.s mud.serves as. tamp-
. . . ' .·. . .· . . . .. - ·. 
ing and reduces the :quantity of explosives required by about 
Because rock varies greatly in hardness, .. density, cleav--
'···: ·. ' . . . . . . . .. . 
age' etc., 'the size <>f a charge must be blsed on a: trial blast .. 
. . . . 
· or experience. The charges will_ vary from one to six sticks · 
dynamite ( 1 1/4 X 8-inch) depending on the type o'f rock. 
If the rock is very large, it may he necessary to place two 
' . . . 
charges to insure fracture into sizes which may be easily 
handled. 
Blockhol:i.ng Method. - The blockholing method can be 
· • used when the· .. boulder ;:.is'qn th~ sur:f ace or slightly imbedded 
in the ~artll.:· ·This. method is· fime ·. consuming .·and not . frequent-
used. ·. However, the amount of· explosives required is con-
siderably reduced •. · On the top .of Jl).e .. boulder a hole is drilled 
. " . . . . ' . 
. deep. and wide .enough to .hold the required amount of explo-
' .sives/ The charge ·1s placed in the hole:, tamped, and fired. 
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To give an example of the relative size of explosives 
required, a boulder of medium hardness and three feet in 
· diameter would require two pounds of. explosives by the mud-
capping. method,. 3/4 pound by the. snakeholing method, . and · 
1/4 pound by ,the blockholing method •. 
·· Fill Settlement 
' ' 
·. A problem often encountered. by contractors .is the loca;.;. 
. ~ ,· . . 
tion of a highway, road,.railroad, or structure through a 
·. swampy or marshy area. In such cases it is necessary to 
provide a solid foundation for the fill material, .and the 
desired method in most cases is to remove the soft material 
so that the fill may rest on a solid foundation. One inex-
. · .. · pensive method which has been used by some contrac.tors in 
certain instances ·involves the use of explosives. Of course, 
the adaptability of this method depends upon a number of 
factors such as :the thickness of the .muck, job site location, 
etc. 'As in:any .sound engineering undertaking,·a,subsurface 
investigation should be made·to determine the depth·and nature 
of the soft material: along,: and in t.he vicinity of, the 
· . centerline 8 
Four general methods of fill ·settlement·have been 
··developed, namely:. Toe-:-Shooting, Ditching, Underfill, and 
Relief Methods. · The.nature of the fill material will 
· .. ' determine· to some . extent the method of fill settlement 
. . . . ', ' ' 
· selected. Gen~rally, coarse slag, · c:rushed stone, or other · 
.· ·aens'e, porous 1naterial with no fines makes the best material 
. .:,. '. ' ' . . : ,•' 




· · · · needed and time settlement which is avoided. Fills of the 
. . 
coarse material are ~eady· for their.hard surface in a compara-
.. >.ti vely short time. 
· · . Toe-Shooting ~ This method consists: of shooting the muck 
ahead of the advancing fill and ha.s·beenthe most widely used 
of any application of ex~losives to fill settlement. 
The plan is to blast the muck· ahead· of t.he ·fill, which 
is usually done periodically about every.25 feet as the fill 
·· advances. The front of the fill is kept i.n .the shap.e ::·of ·a. 
· "V" and just before. the blast a surcharg~ of fill is built 
up. Charges are load.ed in t.he muck down to about two-thirds 
·the depth and just in front of each side of the "V" point. 
.·:The blast displaces·. t~e soft material. and allows the fill 
· to settle to the solid bottom underneath. The right amount 
::,</ ··:;<·:/. ·· of. explosives. and the . distance apart for the.· blasts must be 
.. ··,.' . 
'. /:::·.·:.· determin.ed by trial blasts. The general. rule is that the 
I ' ' ' ' ' ' • • • ' • 
(':·, ·,. 
trials should be started .with the blasts 10. feet apart·and 
the explosive charge .at 2 pounds of explosive per foot of 
·· · depth of the muck. ( See.. Fig. 3a) •. 
DuPont reports that the best results have been with 40% 
· Spe.cial · Gelatin placed in 2 to 3-inch diameter holes. 
. . . . 
Underfill·- The·procedure for this method is to first· 
place the required fill on top.of the marsh.· The underlying 
muck is· then blast,ed by explosiv:es which are loaded through 
,• 
casings that are 'driven through the fill and well down into. 
'' .. . . . . . . 
.·;,.· ,::,. the muck.· Under normal. ·.conditions one stage of blasting· 
•\· .... ,,·. 
will·ha:ndi~·only 10 to 15 feet.of unconsolidated material. 
. . . . . . . . ' 
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When the muck is. ·of greater depth. than this, . the ·process is 
repeated~. This method is: not recommended for widths of fill 
.· greater than :60. feet. · 
;, The function of the explosion is lo liquify: the muck 
. and ·force it out:·; laterally beyond the fill. The best results 
are .encountered in.materials which have a high·sensitivity.· 
... ·.. .. , Again·,: there is no ~et .size of -the blast,. but. test shots are 
.··-_.:·', 
. . 
·';:necessary •. ·: The. explosive charge . should be as great as pos-
··-'·:i/'.::sible· :without di~plcicing -the overlying. fill~ · Dynamites. seem 
. . . 
:. >. to. ·have the best results in· thi·s ·method,· and most contractors·.·,.· 
. , iprefer<a 40% Special Gelatin. . (See. Fig. 3b). 
,···Ditching-..:. Thfs·method is_:used,only in instances where 
; ~ . ' •. . . ~ . . 
''· ,f. .' ,, 
'the ·soft material is. relatively shallow,. not over lo - 15 
:r~·et :~~: .. ~~;,tli~'. ::·:The:. method:·consi~ts ::of \1asting ~·iarge a 
. • . , • ', , .- ' • ,. , ., .-" ,, • •' • , .. , , ",,, • ~ • '. .. ,• , • ', • ' , ,I ."' . 
.. : di tch}as possible .. a,long ·the: ce:,;it.erline: .of the proposed pro-
• ' ' . . ' .: ' . ' : • ' .. .I . .~ 1 • 
jec.t. Some· ·c<>ritractors ·have· ;~epo.~ted·.;successfully blasting 
ditches as great: af 50 feet wide and 13 feet deep~ However, 
.. this 'wo'uld be:, an. ex~eption. 'ani would. d,epend on .the nature 
. : . :.:.::·);.'.}:of .·the .material being blasted •.. The usua~ procedure is to·· 
. . . . . . 
··· · ( sho<>t in: short ·se~tions of .:10 to 20 'feet along .the center 
· : : ..... :,;;.;,._,.,llne and ihen quickly pour. in the fill before the muck can 
back i~t6:.·•1_ ~s ·• o·riginal posit ion. · . 
· The. bla.sting.:of the .ditch actually serves two purposes. · .. ·..... .· . . .· _,.· . ' 
It· th.rows o~t :as much material as possible from the path of·.·. 
th~·· . .r.111 and ·:.1t· pro~ides su.tfi~ient aggi tat ion to· the ren:iain;;. . 
' • l .. ~ .' '. • 
:,/· :::'.' .. der ·to· 'liquify' that which -is left so that. the fill may push . ·. 
// i.t : a·sfde ·a'ii~F·,;;~~11:':~. firm :fou~dation: or base • 
.. :.: :}\\,):·{.:·.: ... ·. 
',( ........ · · .. . ·, ··:·. ·:/:: ?£</: 2it .·· · .· · ., ·-.·., .. 
,,·;, 
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·. Relief - This method is often use.d for settlement of 
. . . 
static locations as well as right of ways. It is most often. 
. . . . 
· .. used when the fill material is · a cohesive· material such as 
clay. The. procedure is to place the fill into .position over 
the muck. :Then.the explosives are loaded to a depth equal 
to the height. of the fill pius i~o-thirds the depth of the 
· muck but at a distan.ce away from the fill, on either side 
of t.he fill, of ten feet. This· causes a ditch to be blasted 
on. either side of,'·t:he. fill. The_ weight. of the fill then 
· pushes out the underlying muck .into the di tcµ.es. Sand or 
{ ·, _;,,:·,::. .,,., ::< ' ; '•. 
gra.vei'fills w:L1r·s1ow.1rt~ie; or lesS.rea,dily into the blasted· 
·· ditches ,vhile a c.oh~sive'·soil such as .clay sets up a bridg--
ing effect and acts as a compact solid body to'force out. 
the ·,so:ft. material • 
. · Figu,re 3 shows'_ the general method of placement of charges · 
for .the Toe-Shooting and the Underfill methods of fill settle-
\ ment. The Ditching and Relief methods can be blasted by · 
. ' :. ' .. . ' . 
·· three. different loading systems which are used. in ditch blast-
ing. These. methods are the cross~section method, the relief .·· 
' . '. . ... 
. ·method,• and the posthole method. · .. These methods of loading 
. . . . ' .. 
are:discussed and illustratedunder'the section dealing with 
· · ,ditch .blasting. 
Another use of explosives closely related to fill set-• . 
tlement,is the consolidation of the existing soil •. Explo-
' . . . . 
sives compact the soil in ·this· way: when a charge· is·· set 
. . . . . . . ' 
. off in a loose, saturated; cohesionless material, the shock 
waves· consolidate the. soil particles a11d squeeze water out; 
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. as the. high pressure drives the .soil pai'ticles . together they ... 
. ··, ..... : gain impr,~ve.d bearing strength •. 
.. A recent publication. describes a job· in which 500 lbs· •. 
'\ ·· ··:::·.>: of Atlas i.40% Giant: Gelatin ·was used in · consolidating. a 200 x . 
500-foot ·site. for a sew~ge plant. i~ Charieston, W~ va-: (B) 
. : . .·: . 
The contractor had .. originally planned to use piles in the· .. · 
.wet soil but then decided to densify the: existi-ng material 
with expl~si ves •. The contractor· ~stima.tes tha~. this meth~d 
. . . 
s~ved him 75% of th_e price of using· piles •. · 
The conditions. were as follows: .. · . bed. rock· existed· at 
· a· depth ·of 45 feet.·. · The top 25,. feet· of soil had. sufficient:·.: 
· ... : bearing strength to carry the design ·1.oads, but the :1ower 
· .'.>· 20 i'eet -was submerged silty saria· w.ith very l_ittle·: shea/.re~· 
\}();:sistance. ·• Soil tests indicated that bui+dings ,· on·this mate.;.. ·.··· .. 
·:. 'Test,':shotS indicated. that .~ three-hole pattern drilled.· 
,, -.. ' ' .. :· ··: .. 
·on· 40:foot· centers· and ·shot with· a two-qeck charge ~~lild_ 
·,,. 
:work best~ ... Each hoi~· was loaded ·with two charges t?taling 
/.7 ~5, lbs:/ Ea~h charge had a 75% Giant Ge_latin primer and a ·:.: 
. . . . 
gel: main. load.> Sixty·-five holes in all were. fired. 
·Th~ .'to~er ·of the two .. charges was placed 4 feet above 
bed ro'ck and the UJ:?p.er Cha,rge l~as ·; pl.ace{ so· that it sat 4 
. feet belqw .the. bottom· c;>f the _f·irm soil.. The .charges were 
. . . '. . .· ... . . 
\ :_).fired _with ',mil..lisecprid d~lay eiectr{c: caps t' ii.th .~ive delays.··: 
:.:·to~-each three-hole: round~.> To keep.:the explosive force .directed 
. ' . . 
/~ .·::<to th~ :~~t ground,·::· u~~e·~. cha.~ges -~e·;·e shot first ••.. Delays . · 
.. 
0 and 2 fired the. first hole·; -delays 1 and 3' the 1 second;.· 
:_. :· > . .\and, delays . 4 and .: 5 .t.he · tllifd. h,ol.~ ~ · · ··•. _·. · · 
' • < • ' •' ' ' • •' '. '• •. •' '• ~' • •; ' • • ' • • •: •' '." •I ' • • • > :: •:: • • ", ., .. : •" ' 
·_I,.'•·· 
. '·' 
;. ·-A··· . 
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.i 
Aft<ir a t,hot, the density of the lower.layer was checked 
. . 
by performing a standard penetration test in a. bore hole. · It . . . . . . . 
must be remembere(i :that .ihe governing factors in the use of 
this method are the· .. soil conditions.. For example, if. the 
upper layer0:in:·:this:.::c:a~.~·:11c1d::.1>:een:a·.de~se· ~:nd,. the blasting . 
. could. possibly:hav~ ~een.' detrime~tal. t;o ... ,;i.ts. shearing resis.;. . 
. ' :' •· ,·. ·.~ .. ;·. • '' • ' ' . ,· I .' ·, : .' i,.,. '·. . . ':;; '' ~-··, . : . . :· -~: : ·~ ' ' ;·' 
tance. - ·. ,-: 
Another . exampl~. o.f :. Jill:' s'e,t'tleinent .with. explosives which 
. . ·', ~ . ' . ' ·. ·' . ' \ ' . . . . . . ' . 
'. illustrates two of, the. methods:, discu~sed~ in this report was· 
::· · .'::\<:/. described in a ... .P.opular magazine( 9 }~ : The" pro.ject consisted 
. '. . :'.:,, of pla.cing a f~:11'\C>ver ,a ·swamp which was 650 feet 'long. and' 
< :c·o~tained .. pea~\ ···a:-:·'fibrous ,:: spongy, 'or~anic.·materia.l., to a: 
\."' -d~pth of,20to:::40 :feet • 
. ··. Engineering ·studies ·indicated :t·hat ·it would· be imp.ossible-
.·. · . 
. t~ ·e~1c'av~t~·.:ill: ~~·ch.· material. Jith mechanical.· e9uipment. · Bi.ds 
for t1::i'e. job were requestea.o~·the basis.:or twOJ_jroi>o.sa1s: 
·,.·:-:,::. 
<:o·ne: utilizing ·exploslve~:··and t~e other sand drains.· .Bids 
.··,.based on ·the .~se.:· .bt> explosiye~ \vere· .s.ubsta:ntially cheaper.··. 
. ' . ·' ·.· · .. :· . . 
. :./! road. had e?C~Sted through the, swamp. for many ,years, 
·'/ .. :::: /:, and fi.11 ... :h~d· b~en placedo~.t.he.· surface of the_ r·oad ·many', 
'.'), . times· fo maintain the' road ab:ove the level of the swamp. 
·.· ··and :t~gradc/. 'But gradually the fill would settle~ and.~he .··. 
1,.-
:(·:surface·. of the: I'Q~l:would ··be :1Qwered bel.ow 'grad~. - about 15 · 
::/':·feet· :(ii the ceilter:.:ind east' end and .about .five f.eet in the 
_: west .. end~.', Just·:prior: to:.·1etting. the bids, the gr.ade of the 
': ,' ·. s'urface of the road' had :sunk until .. it was .nearly \vith the 
top ~f the swamP.·\:·· .·:,:_,, .: .: .. :'.: .. · ,:.· . 
. · The contriuit',;p'i'ans· c·a_lled for relief ditches to· be 
.'l ,. .... ; . .:.) ' 
,.-,':·· 
' ·,~·, ·, :. >· .. '··,: .. ,.:,,•:, ... : .. :.:·>.>, 
,•· •.' . . ,, 
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blasted on both sides·. of. the ro,adway, after a fill of pervious 
material had.been p~acedbnthe existing road. Each ditch 
,' ·. . . . . ' ' .· ' . 
was 630 feet iong arid 6f sufficient depth and.width to facil-
itate the displacement of Jhe·peat when blasts were.fired 
under the fill that had been placed on the roadway. 
These relief ditches were blasted in a series of blast~ 
about 75 feet long, each blast consisting of 6 to 9 holes 
each. The holes were. 6 feet.·· deep and 2 feet apart. · Each 
hole was loaded with 60% straight dynamite, but only·one 
hole in each series was primed. The existing soil was ideal 
· for· utilization of .the progagation m.ethod of detonation. 
The resulting ditch was. 7 feet deep, . 7 feet wide· at the bot-
. tom and 21 feet wide .at the top~· ··The total amount of explo- · 
·,- . . ' . ' '· · .. ' 
sives requiredto blow.both ditches was 3,100 pounds. 
Once. the relief ditches were blasted, the. final .step 
was to blast .unde~ the fill to force the muck to flow into· 
the ditches. This is not always necessary under different 
soil conditions. ·. In some · instances the weight of · the fill · · · 
alone will force.the muck.to flow into the ditches. · In 
: .this case, holes were drilled through the· new fill·, old road, 
and about 10 feet ·into the muck. The holes were.lined with 
.3-inch diameter pipe as they were drilled to keep the·. material. 
from flowing.into the hole. The holes were placed on lO~foot 
centers down the centerline of the fill. The holes were 
loaded with one stick of 2 x 24-inch 60% gelatin dynamite· 
and I' sprung. II Then these spring holes viere loaded With 75 




The fill was settled; and, due to the porosity of the 
fill material, work was a.ble to begin the following week on .· 
.the surfacing. 
DITCHING AND DRAINAGE 
As a quick and economical agent for the excavation of 
trenches and drainage ditches in wet, marshy areas, dyna-
mite has proved to be a great benefactor to both the farmer 
and tl;le contractor. The same properties of dynamite which 
are beneficial to the contractor are valuable to the military 
· for the. strategical improvement of water-soaked areas which 
. must be quickly developed into roads, airfields, weapons 
emplacements, etc. Propagated ditch blasting to drain swampy, 
marshy land is frequently employed, and it is a method of 
great potential usefulness' to the ,military engineer • 
. Open ,ditches are necessary for mosquito and flood con-
· .. · ... ·.· :trol, oil',, :gas,· and water pipe lines, highway construction, 
·~· ,· ' 
.: ..•.. fill settlement, .I.and reclamation, ···stream correction and 
. clearance, and many other purposes. ·Ditches may be dug 
.quickly, .easi~y, and economically by the use of dynamite in 
many types of soil, especially soils having a high water 
content. A number of specialized types of explosives are 
available to meet the requirements of ditch blasting, but 
their effective employment requires close adherence.to the 
gradient, the·right-of-way, the· spacing and loading of holes, 
and to other factors based entirely on experiencee 
. . . 
Ditching with dynamite has a number of advantages over 
·, 
hand 6r· mechanical method.s, some of which are of. particular 
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'· 
significance in decreasing delays and costs~ Some of the 
advantages are: dynamite does the job in a minimum of time; 
··· .. handling of debris is eliminated; equipment and. workmen can 
. . 
be utilized elsewhere. However, if conditions are such that 
the use of heavy equipment is practical, the resulting unit 
cost will probably be less than with dynamite. 
Ditches may be blasted for any desired length. Cross-
sectional dimensions that are considered within the realm 
of feasibility with this method range from 2 1/2 to 12 feet· 
in depth and 4 to 40 feet iri top width, depending on local 
soil conditions. 
·. There are two distinct methods of blasting ditches; 
the propagation and the electric methods. Another. method 
. . . .' 
involving the use of Primacord-is used in place of the elec-
·tric method on occasion.· The propagation method can be used 
to best advantage only in wet, dense soils.•-. The .electrical · 
method can be used in wet or d~y soils. In most instances, 
neither method is ~ffective in loose, dry sand or gravel 
or. in dry, hard packed clays or hardpans or in soil which 
is so fluid as to be unsta~le~ 
In wet soils, the propagation method is the quickest 
and most economical. It. can be used even in the rough·e s·t 
swamps where the surface i's covered with stumps and up to 
2 feet of water is standing on the surface •. In this method, 
a.line of_charges is placed,. and only one hole.is primed. 
· The concussion from this one charge sets off the other charges 
. . . . 
by means of the detonation wave which travels through. the 
soil ·_by th.e conductanc~ properties of the soil moisture. 
J''• r\ 
GO 
.When twQ lines of charges are used to obtain a wider ditch, 
' 
one charge in each line should be primed to insure detona-' 
. ·tion. 
The explosive used for the propagation method of firing 
should be a straight dynamite or one of the special ditching 
dynamites manufactured especially for ditching. This special 
purpose ditching dynamite is actually 50% straight dynamite. 
There are many tables and charts which indicate probable 
loads per hole and spacings between the holes, but it is 
important to remember that test. shots .are the only certain 
. . ' - . . . 
· method of determining the best distribution of explosives. 
As• noted previously,· the. electric method permits· blasting 
. . . . . . . 
di t·ches in ground that is too dry ~r too heavy for the sue-
. :cessful use of the propagation method. In this method an 
' . 
> electric blasting cap must be placed in each charge •. These 
caps.are connected by means o~ the leg wires in a simpie 
·· .. se.ries, 11 leap-frog!' series, or parallel circuit and exploded 
simultaneously by means of a blasting machine or other source 
of current· such as a battery.· · These methods of firing are 
illustra~ed in Fig •. 5.v .·. The capacity of· the blasting machine 
-·· . ,• ' - . 
must be taken into consideration when establishing the length 
of ditch to be blasted at one time. The voltage required 
·to detonate a line of charges with an outside source can be 
. '· .. ,;~· deter~ined by the. application of Ohm Is law' E :;:: IR, where 
: E is the voltage required, T is the current requ:i.red to de-
', ' .. • . 
: 'tonate :a cap 'times the number of caps in the circuit' and ' 
· R is·. th~ resistance. in the circuit, which can be determined 
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'· . 
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. . . . 
by a galvonometerafter the circuit is complete or it can 
. . . ·. ..: . ·' 
. be predetermined .. bY ·using the manufacturer's data. One 
thing to remember in using electric caps is to use caps ·of 
' ' ' • • > ,, • 
· /. the same size .and produced by the same manufacturer in a 
circuit. This will reduce the number of misfires.or partial 
detonation~ 
· Almost any type of dynamite can be used with this method, 
but.ditching dynamites seem·to give a clearer more uniform 
ditch •. ·The presense of water would eliminate the use of some 
.,:··. . . :. ; .. · . ' 
It is evident that the propagation method·greatly cuts 
·cost of ditching and should be used whenever ·the mois-. 
content of the soil is. sufficient to allow it. 
· There .· are Several· methods of placing the · charges of dy- · 
namite when blas.ting a ditch, and the desired dimensions of •. 
ditch.will determine the method to be used. 
. . 
names of th~.methods,·wllich describe the manner in which 
dynamite .is loaded, are: a) Single-Line Method, b) Cross• 
. . . 
. . . . . . 
·. ~ection Method, . c) Post-Hole Method, and- d) Relief Method • 
. Single - Line Method.- The Single-Line Method is a 
. single<line o.f charges. spaced at equal intervals along the .. 
center line of·a proposed ditch. The other methods use a 
•·. single:Jin~ of. holes, . but· the Singie--Lirte Method>refers to. 
· column .. loaded holes, i.e •. one st.ick on top of another. In 
.. ··,, . . 
dry soilthe top of the last.cartridge should be·12 inches 
. ' . . . 
the surface. In very soft and wet soil the 
<\to~ of' the· las~ cartridge shouid not .be more· than 4 inches 
... · 
·Surface. 5 shows the possible prim.ing 
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combinations and Table III shows the results expected under.· 
. normal condition for the amount and distribution. of charges 
as shown. 
Cross-Section Method - This method is designed for wide, 
shallow ditches •.. A single l1ne of holes is placed down the 
... . . 
: . . ,· ' . 
. center lirie of the ditch as in the Single-Line Method. Then 
at .every other hole a perpendicular row of. charges is placed'. 
the number depending upon the desired top width of the ditch. 
<Loading data for the.cross section is shown in.Table IV. 
", . . . •.':. ' .. · ' . ' . 
Va~tations in results.may be expected due to different con-
ditions, and test shots should be used to determine the best 
. . . . , . } 
, loading. pla·n. · 
Post-Hole Method~ To blast ditches over six feet in.··· 
deptll., . tlle · Post:..:.Hole, Method is used. These deep ditches 
require a relatively large charge in each hole. To accommodate 
a,these ·large charges, each hole is normally dug with a post-
auger • 
. The charge is placed at a depth of 1/2 to 3/4 of the 
' . . . ' . 
depth of the ditch. This usually yields a ditch 
the bottom width equal to the depth. It is sometimes 
', sary to spring th(3 holes t? .• enable them to. hold. the 
' ' · .. · . ' . 
. ·required amount of·. explosives. Ammonium nitrate explosives 
. , .. · . •'l. ,.. .., . 
· are sometimes used· in .the) ~ethod. in;,tead of dynamite •. · .. The 
of water.will. often .eliminate.this type of expiosive, 
. , . . . 
Relief Method ~ I£ the area in which the ditching is 
.· ' . 
take'place is heavily sodded or rooted.and if the surface 
. . 




Specificatiornf :·for Single-:-Line Column Loads 
. . . ' 
Cartridges 










Charge · , .. · · 
,6 8" . 
6 12" .·· 




·2 1/2-3 1 
3;_3 · 1/2 '· 
Top Width. 
of ·nit.ch· 
4 - 5,'. 
6' 
8' 
. ·10' . 4-4· :112'. 
5-51/2 i .. 
',_ ... :. 





















Cartridges per Hole 
Distance Between Holes 
Distance Between Row~ 
Depth of.Ditch 
" ' 
.< · ·No. · of Holes 







Cf~s~-Secti~~ Loading Method 
l ,; .• 2 3 4 
. -:· 
15" 18" 21" 24" 





····2 1i2• 3 1/2 1 4 1/2 1 5 1/2' 
'Dynamite Dynamite Dynamite Dynamite 
Width per 1oot Width per 100 1 Width per 100 1 Width per 100 1 
'11 1 80 lb lll 133 lb 13 1 172 lb 17 1 200 lb 
14' 120 14 r · 200 17 1 257 21' 300 
16 1 160 17 1 267 20 1 343 · 25 1 400 
191 200 21 1 333 24 1 429 29 1 500 




··., ... more material •... tn .a single line ditch,: two· feet ·can some- .. 
. time.s be added to the width just by cutti.ng along· the de.-
'.'..·.·sired edges of the ditch with .a. spade.·· 
. . . . : 
The relief method of ditch blasting. is:: designed to 
. • r ' • ' , • • ' . , • 
.· . . : . ' .. 
break ·:this rough surface 'by means of explosives •.. · It .requires 
. the blowing of auxiliary or relie'f ditches' to break the .. 
. . . ... <. surface before. the main ditching charge: is fired •. The wider.•· 
' the ditch in relation. to its depth, the. greate~·.'. mus( be the 
relief charge •. · F.or b.est results, the charge in· each relief· 
.·.·•ditch must not exceed 1/2 the ·~ain:.charge. The relief ditch-
. ,. . . . ,· . . '. . ,. . 
,! _.,._. 
;,.'·: ::·,,' . 
. : ~ es are always loaded by the .'Sirigle..;.Line Method, .but the center 
·, . . ' . . . . ,' ,, . ·, .. ·. 
<.:,;. · ·.may be. loaded 1:>y'._~ny method~. The required charges and ·spac-· 
/' . , t·\ .·ing·: can· be· determi.n.ed only by: 'test'. shots · and experience· • 
. . . : .... .' .·.;;: ,, . . . . . . ' : .'. . . . . ~ ·. ~ ·: .. : ':.. ..:·· : .. .:. ' .:-·; :.' . '.. ' " . ' : ,: . ·, '": . -; . ' :' . ' 
.... ·· :. · ·· : Loading Charges.·:.· Holes··are sp.~c·e'd .uniformly v,dth a 
.. ···• tape· at·./tJ;ie·: di:·;tance.;.~equir.ed· by experien'c~·.·'.\'The :.a·ynamite . 
'.">···:: ): . .. · .. · ' .. '. \·.··: ··:, ::; ")".• ', . .'•, ;_ :' .... , .... :.: '.·: ~-; ···: "; . ,:, 1 ..... ,• ' ,, ·, :., •• '. ' .. ' • • ' • 
;:/'.:::-:·;: ,·. Should ,be l°oaded ·to ·a unifo.rin. d~pth, with a ·marked or: notched. 
:\/\·:::,/.:-:·· '< ; .··.; . . : ·~ .. ·::. x T .:·, ... :· ,- .. ,, ,, ·.· .: . . .. · .... ·.. • ... : 
;;:, \';'· ··\·-?·tamp1.ng stick •. · The line·· of. ·the :holes,. should be laid off · ·· ~; ::: ;•: ·.:·· ·. ·. '.· •. )\ . ' .· . . .... . :::.·.· .. ' . . .. • : . ... . l: .... , . . . ' . - . . . . . ' ' .. · . . 
({(·'·(':··\.!(lth/a.st:rfn.g 'or·~ire to insv.re a straight' ditch~'. 
i1iillt{:::!l~:ii;::~~g:::::~:i:::1:1::::::t::t:::::::q:::h 
·:·:.·: ':·::: i,':,.:·tti\es of th~ mater:ial and' caus·e .it .. ·~o· fall ba~k. into. the · .. ·. 
;'.''.{:Jlt;di~~~; •. . . 
:.; ·, .. ,,When: bl.ast ing ', in. areas where st umps'. logs~ or. boulders ' 
.... are::present ·, ::t~ese obstructions can be removed at the 'time 
.}the 'ditch· is. bl.asted. 
. ·. . . . . An additional charge of: .. 'ctynami te ,:i.s . . 
. : placed' under:/th~ pb'struction,and f±red at the same 't::i.ine 
· • • ;' th~ di~'.cil' i 1~la:~f j~. \ .. ~hoof i~~ • the stlllDps 'Out .·first· Will ..•. 
.. ',' ·:.:._;:, :· :_:··.: ·' .: 
... ··.· ..... · 
,• ,'' 
increase the co'st and produce an unsatisfactory ditch. 
. . ' . ' . . . 
Water standing on the.surface must be considered in . ' ,, 
determining.the size charge tobe used. It is necessary 
to consider the water above. the soil as though it were 
.. its elf soil and load accordingly'. 
' . . ' .( . 
Theoretically, there is no limit to the length of a 
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propagated ·ditch blast, but it has been found inadvisable 
to shoot more than.500 feet. at a time. It also must he 
. . ' ' ' . 
•remembered to prim~, a. new ;.Charge :·ar ellchobstacle or at a 
. ; change in grade of the ditch •. , The primed holes. in a line 
normally loacled ;~ little ~eavy. 
An example :·qf ·.··ditching· with . ._dynamite· was given in. an 
. . I : ·. , . . . . . 
. ·,:. 
issue of Explosives. Engineer,.·· and·. it.· described how blasting 
of ditches with dynamite converted 75 acres of 
marshland. near Midvale, ohio, · to fertile, useful farm 1and. <9 ), ·•· 
25 years the:f~rmers · near: this small Ohio farming· town ... ··· 
. . 
·been unable to utilize.75 acres which were covered with 
·cr~ekbottommuck, .tr~es, and heavy brush.·.·. A ditch 
- ' _.· .. '·· ' :·: ;.·' ' . . 
had been dug tliroug·h the section some years ago had 
. become filled with sediment and overgrown with willows •. :.:· 
' . ·. ' ' ·, . ' ' . 
· '"The overflow of water in the area spread across the land 
.• on~both\ides of the old d:itch • 
. Investigations developed that the original ditch had 
. . . 
be.cleared, straightened, and deepened :(or a distance 
about 3,000 feet, and new ditches totaling approximately 
· 3,500 feet· in length had to be provided •. A decision was 
the work by blasting with dynamite •. The contract 
were to·. be approximately. 5 feet 
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· deep/ 6 feet wide at the; bottom,. and 15 feet wide at the top. : . 
Work began with the staking off. of the· center line oi: 
the old ditch •. This was done by attaching twine to stakes-
. and: placing the stakes in the ground· along. the ·· ceI1te~ line.· 
· By the use of a crow bar, holes averaging -~f feet . 0deep, spaced , 
on l 1/4-foot centers, were punched ·into ·the :soft mu.cky soil_.·.· 
along the cent.er line.·. Each hole was loaded with cme cart~ 
·. ·.·.". ridge of Ditching Dynamite, size .i l/4 ~: 8. inch. When more 
.. depth and width o.f ditch were desired:; two cartridges of 
: ; 0 . :. dynamite were loaded into each ho!'e. · · 'Additional dynamite. : ... ·~.' .. . ' · .. _:· >· ·.·· _· 
_:. ·;.cartridges were placed .·under trees, brush,· and rocks en;..·_ · 
:->/ countered in the new and old 4itch locations. Th'e charges 
·_:_·of dynamite placed in the hole.s were ... fired ·by the propaga- :: .:. 
' tion method. 
. . . ~ . . . ·. . . 
. .. ' . 
Completion of the project.required the firing of. 
\ :: numerous indi~idual blasts. The heaviest blast .. comprised 
>:>::·:· 216 ·holes~ with. each ·h.ole:·ioaded with two cartridges~ A: 
. . .. ..., ,' . . ' ' . 
. ' ,· ... ..·· ··. 
:· .. ,;·total. of;;.350 pounds· of ditching dynamite was· ,l.oaded and 
' ,". · .. >: fired in '.thf's. blast, including the cartridges placed under 
.·_·\.: .. :_; . . . :-· 
;.i\\.·-;:. tr_ees .. ancf he_avy brush al_cmg the ditch line. 
. . . . :0: :. The. ~r._iginal::;dit.ch was . restored: -~~d. new.:1at"erai· .. di tche$ :_:\: .. 
.. ., . ,•. .. ... ··.' ..... '. •',· . ' . . .. ·'. ,,•. . .', 
· -::wer~i.made~·./"..'.rhe ·7.5. useless: :acres' were -converted into:'rich., •. 
. / ;2 i :f e;tt7~ ~oii: wJ.th:,'t~f n\~jf )~f~Jn!~ture . ir ~oney, •· ef fo~i; ·:.·· .· · · 
·-:;_ .. • ·. '. and:tlme~ > 
. . '1''•. 
' . 
• ... , 
,'v·· : ·: ; 
·/ 1. :":;. 
·~.· ,· . ' 
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Excavation 
The explosives requirements for the construction of 
roads. and highway$ haye increase,c:l tremendously in the past 
few years due to the tendency to design for the higher 
speed a~tomoQiles n.ow:,,lJei~g ma1:mf actured. · Road beds are 
being widened, curves·· 1engthened and e+iminated, and · the 
. . ' . \'' .· / -: . . 
grades red11:ced thus' creating the 0 need f'.or more excavation.· 
.Also, roads are being designed for·, the tremendous increase .. 
·, .· . '' ,, . ·.. ' ' . 
· in traffic expected in the near future.··. Excavation of 
. . . . ; · .. 
building foundations by explosives has also increased in 
. ' ' 
' . . . 
recent years .due to the development of blasting techniques 
and precision blasting. The use of millisecond (MS) delay 
' ' ' 
caps has reduced vibrations· and created such control· of the. 
•''blasted ,materials. that' blasting inh.eavily populated areas 
· ·. is':llecoming quite common. 
' ' ' 
Roads and Highways - In determining the location of · 
< i;he centerline 'and the grade line of a' highway' an effort 
is made· to keep the vo·lume of excavation to a minimum con-· 
. . . . '•' ' . 
sistent · with the specifications f .. or grades and curves.·.·· 
_· :'·· -, ·, .' ' ·.:· . . . : . . ' 
. Generally, · an attempt is made to balance the volume of cuts. 
with .the volume .of fills w:i. thi.n Hie limits of a reasonable 
. . .. ' . 
haul of about .3 ,000 feet. ·. Of. course, this is not always · .
. possible or feasible so it· is sometimes necessary to i'borrow" 
. material' when the.volume of fill is greater than the volume 
of the cut •.. · On the other hand, .it is sometimes necessary 
'',. to "wastett· exriess', cut mat,erial when the volume of fill is 
less.than'tha{iof the cut}'. The former condition has little .. 
. ,.·;_· 
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· .. effect on the use of, exp~osives but the. latter condition 
. . . . ' . 
·.· \ can influence the type blasting and the q.uanti ty of exp lo-
.. ·. . ., : ' .. ':, 
sives used :,as will .be il,lustrated later.: , 
·. Types of Cuts - Cuts are· generally class if ie d into 
two general categories:· "thoroughlland sidehill cuts. The 
.· differen~ · conditions which normally exist in each of these 
classifications require a different blasting technique.· . 
.· ·. ; In a thorough cut, the excavation· is made through a hill 
. ' . . . 
leaving a wall on both· sides, and. in a s~dehill cut, the.· 
excavation is made · in .the·· side of · a hill leaving a. wall 
on one sid_e only.. . In this Tatter type part of the section 
may be a fill .in which the material from the cut·may,be 
utilized. by blasting it down the· hillside. 
·. . :Blasting Methods - Whenever. possible the material in 
an excavation .. is remov.~cl by shovels or tractor scrapers 
-: . fo_r. reasons of economy. .However,· many cuts .are necessary.·· 
•. '·. ', . . 
.in rocky regions where it. is .necessary to blast to loosen 
the rock in ·order that it may be handled by the · shovels 
..•. or tractor scrapers. 
,\ ,In determining the method of blasting, and particularly 
. . ; . ·. ' ' 
. the' depth of cut and area· to be broken ahead of the shovel,' 
,': ,' ', ' 
the c~ntiI'luous operation of the loading and hauling equip-
ment. sho.uld· receive first consideration. Whenever the depth 
< of cut jg in excess .of 30 feet, it is usually more economical. 
to blas.t in lifts· or benches ~f. 15 or 20 feet.· This· normally 
allows· a 'shovel to operate near optimum depth of cut. 
In-some instances it i:nay be more economical to excavate 
'.~ ' ·,' 
. ':;',.:, 
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to final grade in a single operation •.. This is done by devel-
oping a face for large diameter borehole blasting. Individ-
: ual shots g:enerally consist of two or more rows of holes 
. ext~nding ·across the cut and. fired into .the shovel pit as 
needed in order to maintain continuous production. 
·Every effort should be made to provide.maximum working 
area for the shovel so that an empty truck can be spotted 
'· before the loaded one pulls out. Also an attempt should· 
·. • · .. be made· in planning the blasting method so that the area 
is such that .. the angle of swing of the. shovel is as small 
as possible. On sidehill cuts a:n attempt should be made 
. to develop a long face · parallel . to the ·center·. line which 
: will greatly improve the movement of hauling vehicles. With 
such an arrangement:: and when ,des.ired :breakage can be obtained, 
the ope.n face w;~ll: cause the quantity of explosives .:required 
\• 
?' i 
.to ,be reduced.:;; 
.. o, ·The·. above method is occasionally used in deep thorough. 
;'.cuts. al~o (100 to 300 feet wide at top). Here a long cut 
canbe,ope~ed up along the center line or on either side, 
upon the slope ~f the surface. Then this face 
.• :is:. wotked as a quarry· and pushed back laterally to the slope 
This method can be repeated on successive lifts until. 
the .. cut. becomes too narrow, or less than 100 feet. After 
. thorough cmt is worked in the normal manner·~ 
.'l'he usual procedure with average size cuts is to let 
· the ·shot·· extend to the full width of the· cut and be of ··. 
· · : suffi~{ent length to. provide least one day'sshovel 
~ 
.J 
• • "3 
• •· 1. 
• o I 
• • z 
. Drilling Layout in a Thorough Cut 
Fig. 7 
From.a blasting standpoint the shot should be as long 
.· as popsible with the minimum length sufficient to supply 
' ' ' 
one day's shovel yardage. Considerable delay and expense 
. . . 
result in hooking up and firing and moving personnel and 
equipment out of the danger zone each time a blast is made. 
It should be emphasized at this point that all condi-
·tions.discussed here a:re considered to be normal conditions 
··· .. with no special problems existing due to the presence of 
structures, homes,·etc •. It is first necessary to understand 
·the problems of everyday blasting before undertaking the 
.· special problems. This report v.rill delve into. special 
problems only when necessary to illustrate a blasting tech-
nique • 
: . Drilling.~- An integral part of all blasting jobs is 
'the :drilling oper~tion •... The cost. of drilling is a major 
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part of the total costs of . an excavatio.n job. In the previous 
),, , .sections of this chapter the holes were all con~idered to 
. .- "' 
. be in soil and were inplaced with shov.e·ls, augers, or steel 
bars. However, the blasting of rock requires the.use of 
highly complex and specialized drilling apparatus to create 
the holes for the placement of the explosives. This report 
will not go into :this equipment other than to recognize the 
.important role it assumes in blasting operations. 
The most commonly used.borehole diameters. in excavation 
jobs ramg:e from 2 to 5 inches. Generc1.lly larger holes are 
used· infrequently because the .. smaller and more closely spaced • · 
holes give the relatively fin.e breakage normally· required 
on a job :of 
on sidehill 
this · type. 
cuts where 
Holes·up to 10 inches have. been used 
the cut material ·is wasted down the 
.. · hill ·side·s. These,:1arger hol~s with the larger quantities 
.·.·.·of explosives thus eliminate .the need for handling. of blasted 
m·ateri~l. 
Generally~ withthe modern high-speed equipment now 
' < in use~ low unit costs will permit small diameter holes 
· ... ·.spaced rather closely~ Tlli$ allows better distribution of 
. .. . - . 
, explosives throughout the rock and thus produces better 
, breakage •. ··· 
Drill hole .spacing in excavation work can vary from 
' ' 
4 x 4 feet up to 10 x .10 feet depending upon the type and 
· quantity of explosives and. the desired fracture.. . Spacing, 
r ,. .·, 
over 10 x .10 feet··will U:suallf riot· give the required frac-· . 




Usually columri loading the holes will gi~e better dis~ 
tribution of the explosive effort and thus better results.· 
Occasionally spring holes adjacent to a previous shot are 
used in order to break the bottom through the heavy burden 
· ·.• that may be encountered and help eliminat_e the _hard ridge 
that sometimes exists in this area (Fig. 7). 
! . ,' 
· Normally, holes are subdrilled-below·shovel grade to 
a depth o.f ····about· 10% o:C .the h()J.e depth to i.nsure bottom 
·.. ' . ·•. . J, • • 
breakage {Fig. 8). ··The am:ount" o.f subdrilling· necessary 
. .. 
will depend upon the" type.:'o( rQck' .an_d. should -be adjusted 
.,., ,' 
as blasting progresses~· 
. Explosives and Firing - To insure maximum effect, the. 
explosive· charge S~ou1a rit·the hole diameter as c1ose1y 
. as· possible~··· The more stemming that is. placed on top of 
the charges; the' smaller the. amount of flying debris.; which. 
:· ... · will oc.cur·,:.but · it:::may ·1:>e necessary to load nearly the entire 
' ,, ',.· I ' ' 
. hole .to ·obt.ain:\Iie . nece,ssary top. breakage. 
. ·. ,-... 
', . 
The· .types of explosives cover a wide. range so it is· 
impossib+e. to state. a preferred method .of selecting an 
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. I,·· explosive.·. In small holes, dynamite is. usually used while 
· .... AN explosives are· normally selected for. lar.ge holes\ The . 
. : ~' . . . . . . . 
. :·:-i.·: .· lla.rdness. of the rock, moisture present, · location of the blast 
.... 
·. area, "and the desired fracture. viill all affect the selection: .. 
·::.:_.·or" an explosive •. 
In the previous examples:or firingwhich were·giv.en 
_clearing and grubbing and for ditching,· the charges 
. were each prim~d with a cap (e~cept for propagation firing) 
.and all fired. at· the same time by a blasting mach:Lne or 
. . ~ . . . ' 
·,'.," some other. source of. voltage~ .. · ·However, in· some ·types· of· 
. . 
· .. blasting encountere<:1 in exc·avation and ·tunneling, it· is 
desirable to apply. ':l firing circuit to a.· series of caps all:· ' 
[ at ~nee bu~ to 'have them fire at d.:i.ffererit times •. This is 
,. :: ... acc<:>mplished -bY-. the 1;1se o;f a delay. or. millisecond delay (MS)] 
.cap$. These contain, in addition to- the'standard devices 
. o'f :bridge_, wire, 'ignition·< agent, __ and priming and .base charge,:\, .•-
. '• ·_, . 
(:a'. delay fuse ·that· is·· started ·burning by, the ignition agent, :,: •·· 
,1_. '•,.: , ... ' . .. . . '•, . . . 
. /}(.iand burns. for a timci( proportional to .its length before it· 
1' I, I -
·r~a~hes. and .fires: the priming· cha~ge:.-
. . 
The. difference betw~en. delay: and mi11isecona··,,de1ay 
, ·.,. I.·; ': :• .' • • ' ; ·.. , , ' ! • . 
. .;, 
and the advan_tages ~nd disadvantages of each. will be 
d_i~cussed in the s·ection ~bout blasting .in tunneling •.. 
. >. ,:: The outstandfng advant1:1ges ·.·. _of delay blasting ·over · 
.. Simu1t~neous blasting· are· improved· r_ragmentation and de~ 
' . . 
··'?.···creased .v:ibration/ Dela~ detonat·i<>I;i effectively separates 
·.\ th'et:·Jf:t):~e;~~~:· .ff~nts_' in rock.· arid. the bundles of energy which 
,.i < J;/::(f'i 
·,.- ;,, ... , 
-",.,. ''.-·--· 
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.they deliver to the rock so that the shock front's work of 
breaking the·rock is done as a series of closely·spaced, 
but independent, events. The results are that the initial · 
.• 
. or first blast allows relief for the following blasts which 
. . ' 
··increases· fragmentation and reduces considerably the amount· 
. of energy that is carried to the· surrounding territory by 
the rock. The greatest am<>unt of energy that reaches sur- . ·· 
·. rounding ground and buildings .for a delay .blast is that 
.released by the most exploSive on ~ny one of the·delay 
. · intervals(lO). In addition, delay sho~ting aids in control-
ling the direction and amount of throw of the broken rock, .. 
and .it minimizes backbreak. By· sequep.ce firing of rows of 
. . ' . 
holes from the center o.f the cut toward .the. sides, shattering 
' ,' . . ·: ... ·,. ' .·. 
· of ;.slopes. is greatly reduced. as· illustrated by Fig. 7' •. 
'. . . ,. ' 
To illustrate the basic principles in MS delay.employ-
_: menf 'and to give. an idea. of the application of'. these principles 
act~al construction projec{, the following example is 
• '• ; ' . .'·· ·' '1 ,' • 
given of a job described: in ·.an issue of Construction Methods 
. .·· . (11) ..•.. 
·.~·Equipment ..... ·:. 
,·· · .. \. ' : '; . ,: - : .· .:·' ', .' 
,Millisecond delay patterns and thoroughly'confined 
,' ,, . •-·, 
·•··. charges. were the·. key :to succesaful · blasting on a difficult 
stretch of· the New York Thruway .in Yonkers,. New York. They 
· reduced the dangers of ground vibrations, .flying rock, and 
. ' . 
. ·. excessive noises. 
' . . 
Rock lay in horiz.ontal laminations,. but .in one section 
· the layers of rock we,r~ nearly vertical. The maximum depth 
• : of cut was 40. feet.·. Blast holes ranging from 16 to 30 feet 
. were loaded with.:either Atta.s 40% Gelatin or' Atlas·· Gelodyn. No. 
A basic millisecond delay pattern as shown in Fig. 9 
was used throughout 'the job. Due to lower resistance, 
.the throw of the rock was influenced towards the low num-
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bered delays. In most cases the lower delays were spotted 
closest to the free face of the burden. 
About 90% of the blasting was done in restricted loca-
tions. Holes were spaced on 4-foot centers, a~only the 
bottoms of the holes were loaded. At least 10 feet of sand 
stemming was tamped on top of each charge. The primed cart-
ridges were placed near the bottom of the holes. Initiation 
of each loaded hole at the point of greatest confinement 
made maximum use of energy. It produced goo~ fra~mentation 
while reducing flying rock and blast noise. 
Generally, ~hots were fired across one-half of the 
' ' 
right-of-way. Work.progressed along the axis of highway 
with cuts made .on .alternate sides. of the centerline. As ~ne 
' ' 
' shot was loaded the next shot was drilled. 
Besides·protecting structures and utilities which were 
::r:_ ' 
. -. ' 
-~:s: 
• 
~4- ' ...... 
··,, "' --- J .. ,,. . 
···'·· .. ·- •.. , 
·. Basic Pattern (Numbers refer to the order of firing) 
Fig. 9 
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' ,(,,· .. . . . 
in the area, the· c<>titracto:r ·had to protect retaining walls 
·which were cons.tructed earlier on the joh. . (For job site· . 
. · ·. . ' . . . 
::":'.: .. <"\layout, ref.er to Fig. 10.). The bulk ·of the· rock ·to b•e· :' 
' .· 
. · '.; ·bla~ted lay not less than 1 nor more than 3 feet .fr.om the < 
retaining walls, . and· at the intersection of: McLean. Avenue·•· . _,·,·.·. 
·relocated utilities ran only 6 feet from the.' side of 'the ·cllt.· 
_The circled letters in.Fig. 10 indicate the order· in which 
'\ ·the sections were removed •. In sections A and B,: slight 
.·. ,.\· .. ·•: modifications in the basic. patter.n provided a long~r delay ' .•.• 
·'::-: . .'. ·. . 
<) .. :···· .\: 'period between rows .closes.t to the ret~ining walls and pro-
· .. ·, 
•·e. ... : · .. · .duced a throw of rock •away· from th:i.s · danger area. · Along 
,: -.: ~ :. ';' :,::·. . '. ·.:.. . . 
··· <:c: ·.the back walls of ·,,se~tions A. and H, .lori.gef .· delays between .. : 
.. :·.the.last two. rows /'of hole's'\ insurecr.:th~.'t' breclkbac'k would . 
·.,.· ·;: J,',, ••• ·,_.. ;1·= • ' . i:'.:' , ,· . 
. '.: .. not dam~ge. -'.~cLetn: ~ve~~e ~ . >:'. ( . . ._;. . , . . . . . ·:-:·, . 
:, . . Removal· of. ·sect.iops. :A: ancl' B. l:'eft ·only. M'~Lean',.Avenue 
: . . 
: ; in. the path of th¢. completed cut •.. This rock was removed' 
. ; .__:,.,, "':.' . .'_ . .:..::. _.( .. ; .. . ,. -~ } . . . '·,' 
. in 'fo1:1r. st.ages,:-._· The. center sections. (C & D). were removed •.. 
. · first, making.:it possible ·to.sheal'.' the finai sections (E & 
.. F) ·:clean.ly by p,rov:iding thr.ee\ free. faces f9r·; the final 
,,, ·!·;'······· 
.· ... : 
. Sectionsi"E and F were shot with several hlasts·. 'Fig. 
11-' shows the '·pattern used ':to make the: final sb.o.t in section' 
.. ' . .. ' . . .. ' . . . . ( .. •. •.' . . . 
It ·is· ·a~ain a. m·o.dified-png.res~;ive pattern designed to 
thro~: towards. the: :center :of ;the right-of..:.;way by providing· 
.., 
:. a relatively ~ong <~eiay.'in the. back. row~ This ·.exaggerated 
_: deiay;· insur.ed that: ~he ·:1as·1>. row. wouid. · shoot to •the· .free 
• • • ··• • • ' . • • • . •• ' ! ' • • • • • •••••. ·~ •• •• •. , •• ' ••• '· • 
•'.'/ 
:.face~ .·shearing·· the<bcick· uiail>cleanly~, The··final shot•.· in: . 
. :. ' ·' .. ·, ,,.·/ ,,',.. . ''. ·, . . .-:: . ' . -, ,'' .- '... . 
. '.'•:<!·se~t::f°on ·F··.was·\~ade'.in .t°ije·.:·~ame .manner:.· . 
. . •, .... ' -~- . ', . ,,, . 
'·,• ·}{{\::.>; \{,:··:,': '. .\\<.::," •.. ··.> 
/. ,' : :: .)(::Y<;_·} <:::.: ::_. ~.: .: :, ., . 
.. ,, .:.\\.(:.··/'.:'··:·,.:.-·,_,. 
'. ::· .. -.··-. 
Distoncc f'rom roe K +o w« II 
. varied I'- 3' 
Concre.+e· Retaining 
. Wa 11 1a'-30' hfrJh 
_c_e nt.ra L Pa r.K AV e. -·- ... --
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· ... In another area a cut had to be widened on each side 
' r ' ' 
·. of a heavily traveled park\vay.. The earlier shooting caps 
. . . .. . . 
wereplacedin the up-slopeholes, and the delay period was 
·· · · lengthened ·between the. lower two rows· of holes to insure 
. . 
.! • • '. 
an up-slope throw. Figure 12 shows. the placement ·of. charges 
·· and the delay arrangement •. ·.· The basic alternate-progressive.· 
.·pattern was used except in the lowest row of holes •. The 
·. shot provided excellent fragmentation· and control of throw.·· 
. . 
::It was reported by the author of this article that ·not·· one 
,,i.,' -.,, 
pi_ece of .rock. f~1·1 on the :park:way~ ; This. degree of accuracy 
hllr'a:''t'o "."i'sualize •. 
<·As n~entioned'i>reviously,. in'·one ·section the·'. laminated. 
Tayvertica;tly,ratp.e~·t11,c1n·iio~izontally,and paralleled 
· the Thruway axis.·.· Here the blasting pattern: was rotated· .. 
',• < 
Thus. the line of least resistance followed by the 
staggered 'action: of·tp.e delayed charges was through the 'rock . 
. . . . . . 
· ,· :<,," perpendi¢ular to the length of the ·vertical seams. The 
force of. the blast worked on the rock rather· than escaping 
\,'. ,'. . . . ' ' ' . ' '• 
. thr.ough::tl~e seams to leave a mu~k pile of oversize boulders. 
Although a house was located about IO feet away, it was. 
,·' . ' ' ·.· . . . '_:· . 
' ., . •' . 
This m·ethod of employ:ing delay blasting is ap"'." 
,)?: pliriab1e to. many types of blasting other than excavation •. · 
>\:' . \' . .. . ·" ;·. 
widely used in q~8:rrying and in tunneling. 
technique of blasting c.alled "pr~-splittingfl is.·· 
being used;which simplifies precision blasting·and 
. . 
< increases the accura:cy of a·elay blasting as jusf described. · · 
·, '.. . : . ' ·.· ' . . . . .. . . 
, >Pre:splitting is .a techniq1.1e by which blasters split or 
. ' ' . '' ~- . ' ' . ' . . ' . ' 
> r~c~s\deposit marking: the::• edg'7S of 
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a cut prior to production blasting. :This pr~cess first 
• gained prominence· in this country· in late·. 1959 on the Niagara. 
River Proje.ct .-
The._· pre-split. blast establishes a line.· of cleavage beyond 
which· the force of later blasts, fired _to break up_therock,-· 
cannot go. The net result is a sharp stable slope. 
. (i2) 
_An actual project on which the pre:...splitting tech-
nique was used was the improvement :of Southern Railway· .line·. 
_the Cumberland Mountains· of Ke~tucky which. was completed 
November.1962. Some·of·the cuts were up·to 200 feet deep 
74.feet wide at the bottom. 
·· · The powder crew-s used <detonating fuse and 40% gelatin · 
• ,·_·.,::. : > ••• ... • • 
for- pre-splitting. The procedure is to tie a stick: .· .• · 
. . .. , . 
·<.,,:.of dynamiteto the end of a section of fuse, lower it to the 
. , . . · .. · 
bottom of. a• hole and tamp in. stemming. Then they alternate·· 
' . . . . 
.dynamite and stemmingto the top of the hole. The most com-
used·method for tying the·dynamite·to the fuse is to 
three holes in the dynamite with a wooden stick or 
the punch end ·of a set of crimpers and lace the dynamite 
the fuse or primer cord.· Two other methods have been 
in primin~ these pre-split holes e . One method is. to 
or'fasten-the dynamite cartridges to the fuse with 
. ··, .. ,·, 
.·_· masking.· tape or rubber qands at_. specified intervals. Another 
. ',. .. ' . ' . ··, ' ,' . 
· ... method which i.s time' saving but much less certain of total 
· detonation: is to place 'the· first· cartridge_.as · a primer, add 
..... :--. . •' ' ' .~ 
, ;" ' '. -~· " 
stemming, then place the next cartridge on top.of the stem-
·: 'f ~ 
ming a.nd then insure-'that :the cartridge is in contact with . 
. • . . . . . . .. ·'.. . . 
placing the next layer of stemming. 
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.Th~ result of the firing of these·small charges· is an 
uneven fissure at the surface and cleanly cracked.or broken 
webs between the holes farther down •.. 
. Once these pre-split holes have been fired the·next 
' step is to fire the main blasts for production.· On the job 
., 
for the railroad, a mixture of ammonium nitrate and diesel 
I ' .. ; ' ,r 
' .fuel was used. : 'Thi.~ AN/FO 'mixture was primed .~ith 60% gela-
.· .tin dynamite and millisecond. <i~lay caps.•·· The holes were 
9-inch, 6-inch, and'41/2-inch·.h'oles.~ ··· 
Prilled ammonium nitrate in bags was hauled to the site· 
by truck. · About 30 minutes .before the. holes were to be 
charged, workmen would open the bags and pour iri'the appro-
' priate amount of fuel .oil."< The powder·men made primers from 
the dynamite sticks by inserting the delay cap and placed 
, ·. one with the proper. delay cap in each hole. •• Then the AN/FO 
.· mixture was added to a predetermined depth. Then more .. dyna-
mite., was added, and .this procedure was repeated until the 
··hole· was filled. In .a method of blasting such as '-this, the. 
· 0 amount: <>f dynamite useci' in the proportion depends upon the· 
diameter of. the holes, their spacing,· and the type .of. rock 
.be···broken • 
.. . Blasting caps with different delays are used in successive 
' ' ' ' ' 
lines·of .holes to produce a·control'led blast with good break-
age.and little throw of rock. All reports of contractors 
who have used this' method which were' examined indicated that 
the results were quite satisfactory but the costs per cubic 
• ·, '.,, ' ', ' • r ·., 
yard of production Were, higher~·.·· 
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Demolition By Explosives 
To most people the word lldemolition" is synonymous with 
explosives. Actually, this. is not true because demolition .. . . . . . . . 
. . 
means the destruction of structures or materials by explo-
. . 
si ves, fire, water, mechanical means, .or any other means.·.· 
However, explosives are S() often used for _demolition pur-
. poses that such an ~rroneous ~ssumption is only natur_al. 
I~vestigation. reveais/that _ the use -of explosives by 
. . . 
the construction industry for d~moli tion purposes may be · -· 
. classified into one of .three categories: . · Masonry, brick, 
· or concrete; .reinforced:concrete; and ~etal. Explosives 
: . . .·. '' .. ·.. .. . . .. · ·. . . . .·. ,·. 
·· are sornetimes .used. for· the rapid and economical .destruction 
. .. . 
. . . 
of soil-and timber structures, but it is_ not felt that.these 
•: uses need to' be .·discussed i.n this •chapter because the cal-
.. culation and placement" of: charges is similar t O those methods 
discussed .. :under dit~_hing and timber: cutting. 
The us~' oi· explosiv~s for demor"ition work is much more 
scientific - than for/ most p,urposes an.d r,equires blasters and 
_erigineers.with experience. There is normally little oppor--
tuni~y to adjust the size and placement of charges as blast-: 
\)ing progresses because most work is carried out with one 
):. 1:>l.ast. or':one series of blasts. Too large a charge may damage.· 
adjaceIJ.~- property and too small a charge may substantially 
weaken ·astruct.ure thus creating hazardous condi tio~s for 
·_· further drilling and blasting. , It is usually necessary for 
,. . . ··. . . . . . . . . 
_ th~ engineer wµo determ~ne~ the placement of charges to· be 
. ·. '" ·. 
familiar with the· structur_al design ·of .the strticture to be 
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,\Vhen properly employed, explosives .offer a safe, econo-
mical, . and rapid means of demolition as will be evidenced. 
by the discussion of some actual projects. 
Masonry, Brick 2 and Concrete - Old walls and building 
foundations may be economically removed by explosives pro-
viding the thickness is over 8 inches. Material or walls 
less than this size may generally be removed more practi-
cally by mechanical means. 
Brick walls are generally eas:i..er to blast than concrete. 
The preferred method is to drill a row of holes near the 
· · bottom of the wall to a depth of about 3/4 of the thick-
ness of.the wall~ The spacing will vary from about 3 to 
·4 feet for most walls and foundations. The size of the charge 
.. will range from 1/2 to 1 cartridge depending upon the age 
and condition of the wall.·. Any medium strength dynamite 
. . . . 
. , may be used, b,ut gelatin is generally preferred because of 
'-ii ts. ease Jn handling .. in instances wher.e whole sticks are · 
. . 
not; used. .When walls or foundations ov·er.' five feet in 
height are used it may be desirable or necessary to place 
an additional horizontal ·row of charges to break the wall 
· into pieces which may be readily handled.· 
With concrete walls the same general procedure is fol-
• lowed as with brick, but the spacings range from 2 to 3 feet, .· 
and it will normally require 1 to 2 sticks of dynamite, . 
•, . . . 
· depending on the thickness. of the wall. 
The holes sho.uld be primed with electric caps or with 
,',,' .. ·· 
Primac.ord. If the location allows, the charges may all be 
' . 
fired simultaneously. However, it may be. necessary to fire 
. ~- ;,, 
.• 
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.using delay cal)s or even fire the charges one at a time:if 
there is danger to adjacent property.· It is sometimes 
. . 
. necessary to. place. heavy ties· or timbers or even blasting . 
mat,s around the blast to prevent flying debris. 
Contractors have found through experience· that the 
better the quality of t lie conc~ete :the better and easier.·.· 
<' it blasts. 
Contractors are frequently called upon to remove exist-
ing bridge piers which are·generally stone masonry.or a 
':i combination of masonry and concrete. · If :they are in an 
·.··:·isolated location, each pier can usualiy be broken by a 
.·· .. single blast. However,·. if the structure· is in. water, most· 
· :contractors prefer to. remo·ve the dry portion first and then 
remove the underwater portion in,, .a second blast. 
. . . . .• : ; 
· . Bor'eholes are spa~ed from·· 3 to· 4 feet for best results, 
'' . . ' 
the spacing depending·. upo~ .. the .diameter hole used. Load- · 
. . .. ., . . . ·: . ~ ~ . ·. ' . . . . ' . 
1'• t 
ing ratios for ·c1ry:work wili va~yfr'om0.50 to 0.75 pound 
. of explosive per cubic yard. of blasted material depending 
. . . . .. 
: upon the age and. condition .of the structure. When blasting .· 
. ;·,-.,:'. . . 
· · · · · ··• .. in popul':lted. areas o·r whenever vibration·s or flyrock_ are 
. . 
: a.hazard, the·loadingratio should be reduced to.0.25 to· 
:· 0.33 pound per ·.cubic yard and fired with a· standard. or MS 
delay. 
The general 'be.lief of all .contractors concerning. under-· · 
', ,\./. ~ 'water. blasting: of: concret'e is that.· heavier loading ·must be 
., ... . . .· . .. . ... , ' 
: ; used than for dry .. 'bias ting': and the loading ratios range · ... 
'·. . I .• ,•• • •, • • • •. 
· from 1 pound to .f.25 ·pounds per· cubic yard. This idea is. 
. . '. . :·' ' . . 
. ·, .· .. ~ .• ;; based .. oh the the~r)1\that .water on the face of. a .. targe~ 
' . . -'.~:) . . . 
.. ·. ·. ~ .. ,·· ·/' ·.-_', 
,·. , .. , --··--·-.·:..:-
.,. ,.,: 
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opposite the explosive draws off a large percentage of shock 
waves from the explosion •. Even though the tamping effect of 
the water tends to increase the effectiveness of the explo~ 
sive, the loss of power on the opposite ~ide offsets this 
gain. The results of tests conducted by the Engineer Re-
search.and Developrnent_Laboratories in July, 1961, were re-
.. leased (l3 ) in January, 1963. These tests, though not com-
pletely conclusive, seem to disprove the old theory and in-
,dicate that less explosives are actually required for under--· 
water blasting. However, until more extensive tests are 
made it is advisable to continue with the proven loading 
ratios. 
In congested areas it may be necessary to remove the 
· pier in ~mall blasts, or with MS delays, in order to mini-
mize vibration. For delay blasting under water it may be 
necessary to use "Nitramon" or a comparable explosive be-
cause dynamite or gelatin would have a tendency to propagate. 
Under normal conditions, a 40% .E!xtra·dynamite is satis-
. . 
factory for dry work, and a 40% gelatin or Special gelatin 
is satisfactory for underwater work. 
Reinforced Concrete -: In most cases old piers, walls, 
or··foundations are simply monolithic masonry or concrete 
structures without reinforcing, and blasting by the procedures 
previously described offer noparticular problems. However, 
the demolition . ar.·reinf orced concrete is usually more diffi-
cult. Somewhat heavier loading is required, ·and there is 
. . . 
a greater hazard from flyingmateriale . The blasting is 
generally done progressively .and may require the cutting 
·: ..... ~ " , . 
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; or the cutting .and removal of steel between blasts. The 
reinforcing steel will seldom, if ever, be cut by the initial 
charge so it is necessary to cut it with· a torch by an ex-: . 
plosive charge of dynamite, gelatin, or .plastic. 
The demolition of buildings usually requires the blast-· ... · 
ing of reinforced concrete columns or footings. The rein-. 
forcing steel is usually no proqlem here since the general 
procedure is to collapse the building by destroying key 
· '.· structural members and allow the weight of the building to 
demolish itself. Reinforcing may .then.have to be cut to· 
· facilitate debris removal • 
. Two buildings \Y'~re demolished by explosives .(l4 ) in 
downtown Washing.ton~· .r,.c.,: in. 1958.. These apartment buildings 
>.: were located on the corner of C and.22 Street N.W. · The 
. ' . . 
State Department·Office Building was 100 feet from.the blast,· 
.,::/· ·and the Federal Reserve Building was 150 feet away" Of 
major concern to. the city were its water,gas,.and steam 
:·.lines which passed. just 20 · feet from the site.· 
.':. . 
The. manner {n.: which :'the: charges were placed. and the 
<. use·: of·: :a·,nii_llis:econ\i delay system made: the :blast possible· 
. . . 
The general procedure.was 
:· ... : . ,· ·to destroy the,. '.reinforced ce>lumris·:<'in, the basement and on 
. :·,' ·,·~:'.. >: . . 
/_. · the first floor in such a manner and sequence as to cause 
.. ~-·' .' ... ~ .. ·, ' . 
. ·· ... the buil.ding. to: collapse inward.·· 
The· charge.a were small, consisting of 1/2 pound of 
.. dynamite each. · Holes were drilled in ·the columns and 
:::spaced about !): ipches apart •. This close spacing was. 
. . .'. . ' 
necessary due. to ·the presence of. the reinforcing steel. 
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The firing of each charge was controlled by a MS cap • 
. ·By controLling the firing· at each point within the structure, 
each building was made to fall in toward its center, with 
·the walls folding down on top of each-other like the collap-
sing sides of a house of cards. Thus employed, the dynamite 
. alone is not the working force; the dynamite kicks away the 
building's underpinnings and the mass collapses, the weight 
of the building doing the work. 
The entire collapse took 17.seconds, and the placing of 
the charges required only a few days. The vibrations of the 
collapsing building were measured with a seismograph, and· 
it was found that the ground vibrations were not as great 
as those caused by a passing train. The utility lines, 
about which the city was concerned, were uninjured. ·The. 
total cost of the job was $95,000, which was $55,000 under 
the lowest bid price for conventional demolition. 
The engineering publications are full of stories 
involving examples of economical demolition by explosives. 
The majority .of the experienced blasting' contractors prefer 
.·, :' < • 
· .. t~ use a 60% gelatin placed in charges not exceeding 1/2 
. . 
pound and fj_redin a·predetermined sequenc~ by millisecond 
delays. · This delay can be· instigated by one of two methods. 
The most commonly used method is by electric caps connected 
in series. Another method invo_lves the·. use of Primacord 
-which is manufactu.red·by the Ensign..:.Bickford Co. and Prima-
cord M/S Conne~tors manufactuI'ed bytheDuPont Companye 
These connectors are. delay devices . desi~ned for·. surface . 
delay firtng ?i,ih a fr_im_acorp, trunkl:i.ne system and are 




~ . ' . .• . 
· · · the_ proper amount of explosives to use: P • 3/8 A. where 
P .is pounds o;f TNT required and A" is the cross-sectional•-
area in square inches of·· the steel member to be cut. For.-.-
-·· ge\atin .the amount should be increased by _about 20% and 
for plastics it can be reduced by an equal amount~ 
· High Carbon Steel - This grade of steel is usually 
· . used for such parts as metal working di~s and rolls. 
Alloy Steels::- Such items as gears, shafts, and tools 
are normally made from -alloy steel, Cables· and. chains are --
.: usually made from this or high carbon steel. The prope;r -
size charge for these two grades of steel as we11· as for 
reinforcing bars may .be determined by P = n2 , where P _is 
pounds of TNT and Dis the diameter in inches of the 
section t'o be cut. 
Placement of Charges~ The size and type of a steel 
._ section dictate the placement of explosive charges. · Some 
·elongated sections may be cut by placing the explosiv·e on· 
·>one .side of the.section completely along the desired line 
: . . . . . . : . 
of rupture.· More -explosive should be placed against:. the 
. thicker portion of the cross-section tha~ against the 
.·thinner .. portions~ In somesteel trusses, the ind.ividual 
a.re fabricatedifrom two or more primary sections 
angle.: irons or bars separated by· spacer washers 
. . ... 
· plate.s· •. Gene:rally, ·- the -charge on such sections 
dist~ib~ted on opposite sides of the member to 
· produce a ·she.ar:in~_ S:ction: (Fig. 13J. -_- Heavier H-beams, 
_: \v:id~ flange beams·, and columns may ·also require auxiliary 
. l,,· ·•' • 
:;: . :_-_;<'. charges.placed\-'on,t.he· __ ·outside of.the· flanges~ Care should 
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be taken to insure that the charges are not directly opposite 
each other because they will tend to neutralize one another. 
When cutting steel rods, chains, and cables (Fig. 14), 
either gelatin or p.lastic should be used. The charge should 
be placed on only one side of the member to be cut, the 
.width of the charge slightly less than 1/2 the circumference. 
The length of the charge should be at least three times the 
thickness of the member. The charge should be at least 
1 inch thick and detonated from one end rather than the middle 
in order to produce a major cross fracture at the opposite 
end. This relatively new technique is based on the utili-
zation of: the ·collision of shock waves with their reflexions 
··• .. to· amplify the cutting power of the explosion. When the 
explosive is initiated ·at one.end, the shock waves from 
the explosive produce shock waves in the steel as they travel 
. througll the _explosive. These waves intersect at a point near 
> _the ent of th~ charge. The interaction of these shock waves 
' : . •, '., :·, 
_produces a fracture in the steel perpendicular to its surface. 
Tunnels 
A large percentage of the explosives used in the con-
struction industry is .used in tunneling operations. There 
are many aspects: to a tunneling operation such as the method. 
·:.. . : . . ' . . 
.. '° of drilling, the method. of driving the tunnel, the type of 
cut and.round used, the mucking procedure, the ventilation 
· system, the method of firing, etc •. Due to the nature of 
. ·· .. this' report ,>it w:ill be .necei:;sary i;o.·d:iscuss . certain of the 
. ' ' . . .. . ' :-~ : '., ;. .' ·' : / . :, ' . ,' .' . . . 
above-D1entione·c1 \topics, but.· an effort. will be. made to 
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discuss these topics only to the extent to which they influence 
the blasting pr-ocedure. 
Tunnels vary in size, according to their purpose. Those 
' ' . •\ . ' ' 
used for water: supply, sewer' and utility p~rposes may be 
:as small. as 4 feet 'in· diameter, while water diversion, rail-
.•. ·!.' . . ' 
road, and vehicular tunnels may be as great as 60 feet in 
· diameter • 
. Wet drilling to reduce rock dust is required by law 
in practically every state. For tunnels 10 feet or less 
in. diameter, ·the drilling and mucking equipment are small 
and compact. ·For larger tunnels, portable 11 jumbos" mounting 
a number of drills are used to expedite drilling and to 
.provide platforms for loading the blast holes and connecting 
,the firing circuit. These platforms are usually made to 
•· fold against the jumbo frame when not in use, and space 
. is provided on the jumbo for all of the drilling equipment. 
·Heavy-duty, high-speed mucking equipment is employed to 
·· · · load out the broken rock. 
In high-speed tunneling,. labor is one of the largest 
single cost items, and it must be used as effectively as 
.possible. Therefore, every effort is made to have as efficient 
an operation as possible and to avoid all possible delays 
in the cycle. · This will. involve selecting the most econo-
mical depth of round as will be shown later. 
Since the rate of. advance depends upon good fragmenta-
tion· and breakage of a complete round for every blast, rela-
tively high strength dynamites are generally used. Other 
explosive requ:i,rements are good plasticity and cohesiveness · 
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for easy tamping,· high loading.density, and good fume pro-
perties.· The grades of dynamite most commonly·used are 
Gelex or its equivalent and 40% to 60% Special Gelatin. 
The Special Gelatin is used mostly where severe·water condi-
tions are encou~tered. It also gives the best results in 
very hard rock such as granite. To speed up loading and 
tamping, the dynamite cartridges should have as large a 
diameter as possible. The most commonly used length cart-
ridge in tunneling is 24 inch. 
Cuts and Rounds - Cuts and rounds are fundam ental and 
applicable not onlr to tunneling but to any form of "tight" 
. . . 
blasting where·only one free face is available. The cut 
··• .. is an opening in the · solid ground which serves to develop 
a second free face to which the.cut of the round may break. 
Making the cut is usually the first and most difficult step 
driving any heading. The cut is the most important part 
.. 
the blast since the remainder of the hole cannot break 
.. effectively u.nless the cut comes out completely. 
. . . . . . . . 
. . 
· A round is. the term used to· indicate the physical ar-
. ' . ' ·. . 
rangement such· as the drilling pattern, the firing circuit · 
and the depth of. the holes for advancing the tunnel a given 
Rounds are named for the type of cut that is 
>used to open them. Rounds may consist of any combination . . 
following: .·.: cut holes, relief holes, breast or en-
·\ larger holes, and trim holes including "lifters~" 
Types of Cuts - There are three different types of 
cuts:· the angled cut, in Which holes are drilled at an 
. . 
to the :face to pro·vide as much freedom of movement 
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as possible for the broken rock; the burn-:-cut in which two·· 
or.more closely spaced holes are drilled straight into the 
face to provide a space into which the loaded holes can 
· break; and a combination of the angled and burn cuts •. All 
of the various V-cuts, pyramid cuts,. and draw·cuts fall into 
.the first group. 
Until recently angled cuts have been the most widely 
used type of cut, 1:>ut with vast and rapid improvements in . 
. . 
drilling equipment, the burn cut has become the most fre-
quently used cut, particularly in the smaller headings. 
Angled Cuts - The angled cuts have several disadvan-
tages. They will not consistently break rounds.of greater 
' ,' . . . 
depth than the mi11imum dimension:of·the heading.· Another 
disadvantage Js that the. rock enclosed by the holes of an 
. . . 
' ' ',• 
angled cut may be thrown out in large pieces that may cause 
. considerable damage{ unles~: holes known 'as "baby cuts" are 
tised to break these pieces apart. Some advantages of the 
. ' . . . 
· angled cuts are that they will usually require fewer holes 
. ·. . ' . . . 
than the burn cuts.and the dynamite consumption per cubic 
yard of material broken will usually be lower where angled 
i cuts are usede 
The V or wedge cut.is the most commonly.used angle cut. 
· .Each V consists of two holes drilled from points as far 
apart as possible on the face to meet or nearly meet at 
the bottoms of the holes (Fig. 15). The cut may consist 
· of one or several v·1 s dr.illed parallel to each othere V 
cuts are drilled either horizontal or vertical depending 
upon the stratification of the.rock and dimensions of the. 
tunnel. 
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A modification of the V cut, knO\m as the draw cut, 
: i_s often used in small headings when drilling is done with. 
·unmounted drills_(Fig. 15). 
Another ·type·· of angled cut frequently used when the 
\. ·.-:;··--rock is ·very_ har.'d ·and· breakage ·is.· ne>t .satisfactory with.·· 
',", I , • 
,. ·:··.· ,'' 
· > the V ·· cut .is· t_ne pyramid c_11t,. . It cons;ists- of t}?.ree to six 
;<.'.::·: : .. .,:· hoies'. drilled-~o m~et ;iQ. a ·common apex .near the ·center of 
•: .\ 
: the face. (Fig( 15) .• 
.:,., :. 
Burn Cuts ... Th~ advance per round which is possible 
.. with the burn cut · is frequently much greater than that with 
·• an arigled cut:. W'hile burn cuts may require a few more holes 
. . . . 
. and ~lightly more dynamite per foot of· advance than angled 
. cuts' it is often. possible to reduce the over~all cost of . 
'advance by increasing the footage per shift ae; __ will be 
. later illus.trated by an actual project ... 
. . . . ' .· 
. ·' Fundamentally all of the many ·variations of the burn 
:·cut utilize the sanie principle •. Unlike the ·angled cuts 
.. ' ' ... 
•.• .. "which· are designed to breach. out. a>wedge of material, burn 
·cuts are designed to shatter the roc:k in a roughly cylinderi.;. 
.. 
: cal ·opening,;. ,'This property makes the burn cut particularly · 
applicable to hea;ily timbered tunnels. Burn cuts consist 
of holes drilled parallel to each other and to the.center 
fine of the drift. Figure 16 shows .the more co111monly used. 
arrangements. The usual ·practice is to .leave one or more 
;holes unloaded in .~rder "to provide open space into which: 
'tJ:i~ ·open· hole~- '.may break. The· generai: practice .is to drill 
, . .,. • . . • .. !', . . . . 
. < _..:the, .unloaded holes .considerably larger than the. primed ones.· 
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The best results are obtained by using a delay firing 
pattern on the cut as will be shown later. 
Combination Cuts - Combination cuts are sometimes 
necessary in extremely hard, tough rock. One combination 
. . 
cut sometimes used ·is the spiral burnwh1ch consists of a 
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series of 4 or 5 holes drilled parallel to one or two large 
unloaded holes. The first of the series has a burden of 
only 3 or 4 inches with the burden of.each succeeding hole 
in the spiral pattern gradually increasing by 2 or 3 inches 
until the required opening is obtained. These spiral burn 
holes are generally fired in sequence with delays beginning 
at the center. 
Other combination cuts for hard ground may include 
pyramids with enclosed V and burn cuts, V cuts with enclosed 
short pyramids or burns with enveloping V's. 
Two of the contractors working on New York Cityts 44-
mile West Delaware Tunnel(l5 ). set new tunneling records 
. using burn. cuts in the drilling pattern. This tunneling 
operation took place in 1959. There had been some doubt 
about the use of. burn cuts on large· tunneling jobs by the 
· contractors until the method was· proven satisfactory on 
. . 
· this job.· These contractors felt too much reliance was 
placed on one larger drill; if·it broke down the job would 
. be delayed for some ::time .. 
However, the use of burn holes on this particular job 
removed the .doubts of most ··of the contractors, and it · is 
now a generally accepted procedure to use the burnhole 
cut even on the very .large tunnels. ···· · 
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As Fig. 17 shows, twin 5-inch diameter burn holes were 
used in the drill pattern in one heading and·a single 8-inch 
·hole was used in another heading (Fig. 18). The_headings 
were each under contract to separate contractors. 
The burn holes as used by both contractors provided 
relief for the·loaded l 3/4-inch_diameter horizontal blast 
holes in the rest of the pattern. The burn holes were-not. 
· · 1oaded. 
Angled cuts were also tried and a comparison made of 
. ' ' ' . ' . 
the results before the· drilling pattern. was confirmed. The-. 
. . . . . 
burn holes produced.more'muc:i<:.per blast,.~he muck was more 
. consentrated :to allow faster mucking, arid there \vas less 
. ··.· overbreak when. 1:1s~ng :the burn holes~ The disadvantages 
more explosives were.required per foot of advance 
requ_irement of securing and maintaining the larger -
The blasting was accomplished by short-period-delayed-
ion electric blasting caps (0-9). 
' . . . 
Rounds ;_·As previously mentioned, rounds are usually 
_called V cut rounds - or burn cut rounds. The type of cut 
., used, the_ length of round, an~ the number of holes per round 
·. depend upon the size of the heading and the hardness of the 
to be broken. 
The usual practice in drilling rounds is to drill the 
so that .·it will break about six inches deeper than 
_rest of· the. round. This 111akes it· easier for the remaind.er 
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it may be necessary to· change the drilling_ .pattern several 
.. times within a few -feet because of the ·dif.ferent rock forma-
,.• 'J ',,,, .· • ,, .· 
. · .. :, .tions encountered. · · . ' ',·· 
· \ .· In any round increasing the depth means a longer drilling 
:_> ,:::i;- : :.\:. (:ycle · and more difficult breakage. Deeper dril·ling inay 
.·· ,, ',· .. -. 
:;:involve more holes and more explosives per cubic yard ·of 
·. rock excavated. .The most efficient cycle should be ·deter.:. 
,, 
.. ··mined. For example, a given set of conditions niay allow 
eight s;..foot rounds per 24.hours in contrast to:only s:i,x 
·\:'·· ·:, '.;·.:,10-foot rounds in the same period of time. 
Most tunnels are bid on a •1payline11 basis. This makes 
.it economical and ~hereby mandatory that.the round be ·designed 
. . 
,'. f 
·and drilled to keep overbreak to a.minimum. At. times, it 
-r_. :: ·;,-,:··_. ·.may· even require a different .size or grade _of dynamite or 
,. ·>:. . a special loading. procedure for the trim holes as compared 
.. ·.,. ': 
~ :-. ' :.-:--. · to those used in the rest of the holes •. 
Tunnel Driving Methods (lG) - There are.several methods 
: :/the opening~ the ph~sical char~cteristics of the rock, the 
.. ', . . 
.. :equipmen~. available; and the extent of shori.ng or timbering 
: required.· T~e most"· commonly us~·d methods of att.ack are:. 
. . . . 
I) Full. , fa,c e ., 2) Top hea~ing a,.nd b encl>:, 3) Pilot tunnel, 
.. and 4):. :Pioneer,· tunnel <:>r drift.~'. : ... The tcip h·eading and bench· ·.· . 
':':), method was, at one·· time~ :almost st.andard' for driving large . 
• • • 1' . . • . 
tunnels. The. development of the modern drills and jumbos 
' caused a wide-spread _:ac_ceptance of the full face method •. ·· 
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Full-facemet:tiod - This method·uses a round to pull 
:.-.· the full cross sectional. area of. the face in one blast. 
This has 'been the method used for small tunnels, _and. it. is 
. . 
.· now being .used .almost extensively for large or . small tu1nnels · 
unless extremely hard ground conditions prohibit its use. 
· The depth of the round 'Yill normally fall: in the range <>f 
:10 to 15 feet btit may be considerably shorter· when .rock.· 
: .. ? -- conditions are bad •.. In this method, the· entire bore is 
:drilled using the predetermined drilling pattern, the holes 
are loaded, and the round .f~red •. The charges may be fired 
'•. ··· .. ,. . ., . 
. -~ . ,',_' . 
·.;.,· electrically or by a· Primacord priming. system. Regardless . . ' ,·. :, 
· .. · of the firing. system used,:· a, del.ay system is nor~~lly used. · . i.: . . . . . ' ·. . . . . t. • . ' 
Top Heading' '.arid Bench Method·...; .·This method is; now used 
. . . . ' 
· '< primarily· for driving ··in weak. gI,'ound or .'in· very large tun-
. ·. ..... . ' ' ' . ' . 
. . . . 
· nels. . . This method consists of. driving. a heading at the ' . . ' .. . . 
· top of the tunnel that· takes in. a portion of the finished 
:_:;.,' height and i-t'~ fu11iwidth (Fi~. 19)_.· The lower portion is ·- · ,. · 
,, : . then removed in· one or more ·benches with either .vertical 
. . . . 
,• . or -horizontal .holes.· Wh~ri vertical .holes are used,,multiple 
rows are ~suallyfiredin seq~ence with MS delays~ 
The 'top'. lleadlng may b_e driven with a round usi~g· any 
. ·. . ' . . ·. . 
· :of the prev.fo~E3l_y' discussed cuts·. Normally, the heading· . 
. is c'ompleted :·and .m·ay even b~ lined before the bottom is 
.removed.,, 
.. , . 
.: Pilot and Pio.neer. Tunnei Methods - These method~ are. 
·,us~do'.ln ·dri vi~g- v~ry large or · 1ong tunneis. : ·. Since· the 
. I ', 
· ~bia'sting J~chnique. ts: similar tO the. methods air.eady discussed, 
'. · .. :: :. -:: ·' ., ,, . .' '..;·.:_ .. 
,:'. ·-these :methods will be di:Scussed. rio ,furthe/,:.: ~-
. ~. ',;' . 
... , ·\ 
\" .· 
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Loading and Firing To obtain the desired loading den-
sity, cartridges should be.perforated or split •. Normally 
the primer is loaded as the first cartridge in the hole 
with the cap pointing toward the collar •. Extreme care.must 
be taken in tamping for obvious reasons. 
Practically all firing in tunnel construction is done 
electrically. Primacord (l?) is.seldom used in development 
of headings except in rounds.where a number of cut holes 
must be fired simultaneously •. · The firing i~ usually done 
. with regular delay· blasting caps, MS. delays~·· or· a combina-. 
tion of both. 
Even though the· millisecond delays were developed 16 
years ago, their acceptance for tunnel work was slow. Whereas 
millisecond blasttng is standard procedure in open excavation, 
tunnel·drivers.preferred the standard delay electric caps 
· with a half-second :interval. ·. An on-the-:-job comparison of 
the· results .. of the two types was made on the. Chicago Water 
·· Tunnel job and reported in an issue ·of Civil. Engineering(lS). 
' . . ' .. 
At the beginning of the operation, both millisecond 
delay·and standard delay electric blasting.caps were used 
. . . . 
in ~xperimental rounds.. · Expe.rience proved conclusively that 
' short-delay' milli~ec'ond caps provided the following definite 
. advantages: 1)·:~ loose muck)pile, ea,sier.: to. digt 2) better 
• • • ' , ' ' , • I ' 
.fragmentation; 3) fewer.noxious fumes; 4) lower powder factor 
' ' . . . .~ " ' . ·, ' . 
. : ·and 5) fewer v:ibrations. 
The primary objection to MS delay caps·in ~unnel driving 
has been :its. tendency .to throw rock ex~e.ssively, resulting 
in scattered, >>slow""".to""'.'dig piles. This is due to its more 
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\nearly• simultaneous action as compared to the· longer inter-
:·~-: ·-:, .. ·. ·; ·:.·:.·· ·.. ,; 
'\ ', ' ': val of standard ~elays. This was overcome on .. the Chicago · 
Tunnel· by skipping ·a delay period between adjacent.· holes 
· which lengt h e.ned the time .interval between the1r detonation • 
. The resulting ·pile is still strung out more than. that · 
normally resulting from standard delays, but it.· is loose 
· : · .. an.d well .broken,. thus it· is mucked more qu.ickly. 
The "smok~ time" was reduced by 30 percent. This. was 
due to the smaller quantity of explosives required and a 
more efficient utilization of explosive energy. 
It was discovered' that a lower·'pow.der factor provided 
better results with. MS. caps.· About 5. p:~unds of explosives .. ·· 
per cubic·yard.of inplace rock was required with the standard 
,:_,.: ) delay, but. a powder factor ·of less than 4 pounds per cubic 
;,.\' 
>: ;4.: :,: ::yard was obtained with MS delay. caps •. ·. 
··1·.: ,'.. '. 
The secret of'the succes~ful millisecond delay blasting 
.... · ' 
· .. ·, ·.: : ... pattern is the: use . . of: ·an entire· series of delays in order 
.. ',/ f . ·' • 
.. to skip :delay periods between :adjacent· hole~ when; necessary •. 
Tpis. tends to _siret_~~.: o'ti{ t~e .. iri:tt~ation sequence. 
' . ·.. . . . . 
. . . . 
:, .. ,.As. spown iri. ~ig~··· 20, ,the blasting pattern ,in the 16-
·. . . '., ~ ·. ': ,· . -'. . . . ~ . 
foot :tunnel· employtHl a ·large d_iameter h()le in: the center of. 
the heading. ', This, ::11,...:fnch diameter:'hole was. drill;ed the. 
i ' • ' •• '. ·, .,f 
· .·_ full depth· of· the round and left empty to provide relief· 
:·- in the center: .of the. cut. · The engineer on the job estimated 
' ' 
this .one la~ge ho.ie takes tJ:,ie place ri:cr provides the 
results. as 9 )sinlill~diameter, conventional holes.· 
' ,' . ' !, . .. . • ... . . . ' 
.. The. holes: ·are T'. 5/8 ·. irich-es ·in diameter and· 11 <reet 
. Milliseco~d.:caps· with the intervals. shown .in the 
. . . . ·.·.·,,:.'/ . . . . . .:·,... ··. ' 
... • ... 
. · ..... , .. '. 
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figure are used. · This figure also shows the· delay periods 
' ' 
which are skipped between successive holes radiating from 
the centerof the cut. 
Holes nearest the center of the cut. are primed to 
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fire first . and the .. detonation· radiates· progressively outward. 
In Fig. 20 the roman numerals indicate the sequence in which 
the critical,· tight center wedf§eS come out to provide relief 
. . . ' . 
fo~ successive rings or holes. 
A blasting technique new to this country is being used 
to tunnel the underground combat operations center of the 
North .American Air Defense. Command·· at Colorado Springs, 
Colorado (l 9). Being used.is.the technique of smooth blast.;. 
ing which was pioneered by the Swedish and refined by the 
·· Canadians. The objective is not. only surface smoothness 
··. but to break· loose the rock that· must be removed without 
setting up secondary stresses or creating planes of weakness 
in the rock left standing. · 
The European.method of smooth blasting had to be adopted 
to American standards , and .conditions· since the. rock properties 
. ·. ' / :, ... : ' . . ' . ' . '·_. ·.· . ~- . : . ·'. :: . ' . . . . ' ' 
·· .... differ and American Jaws prohibit the use of dynamite with 
the qualities of the·dynamite.used by the Swedes due to 
fume consentration. 
Thus fa~; an absolutely satisfactory technique has not 
· been adopted, but experiments are continuing. In the experi-
mentation, there are two control factorse One is that all 
shall be. to a free !ace. The other i's to attempt 
tension failure rather than a shear failure around 
tunn.el 's periphery •. 
Dynamite is being string-loaded without tamping into 
holes l 3/4 inches in diameter. The arrangement provides 
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an air cushion that will give a solid push with less shatter. 
A.low energy dynamite promises the best results. Being 
used on this job is an explosive with a relatively low 
detonating velocity of 6,700 feet per second. This is com-. 
pared to the 6,000 feet per second of the Swedish dynamite. 
. . 
A.point of. interest here is that the Swedish still use a 
dynamite which has .the same formula as Nobel's original dyna- · 
. mite. · This lower velocity dynamite tends to. lessen shatter. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this report has been to enable the 
' . . . 
writer to determine the extent o.f the use of explosives by 
the construction industry and to investigate·the procedures 
.for the employment of explosives for constructive.purposes 
as used by contractors. 
The actual inventor of black powder is not known, 
' . '. ' . . . 
but it is thought to have been invented prior to 1000 A.D. 
. . . . . .. 
' . . . 
' ' 
· Between the time of its conception and the. 17th century, no· 
, 
known use was made o.fthis. original ec:plosive for constructive 
purposes. Some advancement. was made. in the following two 
centuries in the application of the ~nergy of explosions 
' ' 
to the ac·complishment of useful work.· 
The middle of the 19th centur;y saw the . actual beginning 
of the rise of explosives as a ~ajor tool of construction. 
The invention of guncotton and nitroglycerin in 1846 and 
Nobel• s invention of dynamite in 1866. were .the sparks which 
started explosiyes on the path to prominence as one of the 
.ioremost tooJs of construction • 
. From· 1870 through th_e ·. present·, ''the number of tremen-
dous engineering.projects made possible by explosives has 




New York Subway System, and the great U.S. canals and tunnels 
were made possible by the successful application of explosives 
for construction purposes. 
There are several types of explosives used by the con-
struction industry today, but 96% of. the total amount con-
sumed is divided betw~en dynamite and ammonia nitrate explo-
sives. 
Dynamite is the explosive developed by Nobel in 1866. · 
From this original formula more than 200 separate grades and 
types have been developed, each with individual properties 
and blast characteristics. · For practical purposes the dif-
ferent types of dynamite, including.gelatin, used in the con-
struction industry are nine in number. Each of these nine 
types is subdivided into grades which are expressed as per-
centages. For example, straight dynamite is graded from 20% 
· to 80%. This percent represents the percentage of nitroglyc-
erin by.weight in the dynamite. ·All other types of dynamite 
· are also graded by a percent,· but this percentage means that 
··one stick of .the given type is equivalent in power to a 
· ·stick of equal size and the same percentage of straight dynamite, 
_Dynamite is- used. in all phases _of construction blast-
'. 
·. ·•· ing; . if· not a_s the primary explosive, then as a primer or 
··booster. 
In excavation and quarrying the ammonia nitrates have 
·· .. overtaken the dynamites in total quantities consumed. This 
is the result of economy, the safety in handling, and the 
·. ease in handling of the ANs. In 1961, 49% of the total amount 
of explosives. consumed by th.e construction industry was an 
. - .. ·. . 
ammonia nitrate derivative·. 
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New methods of employment such as mixing the AN with 
fuel oil or into slurries have aided the recent acceptance 
and use of the nitrat·es. It is predicted that within five 
years, 75%. ·or the explosives consumed. by the construction · 
industry will be.some form of nitrate. 
' ' ' ' . ' . . ' . . 
There are several. o.ther forms of·. explosives used by 
the construction:industry, but these are used only to a 
·1imi ted extent. . For example, black powder is used in safety 
Petn is used in Primacord. TNT still enjoys some 
primer for the les~ sensitive explosives and is 
sometimes used in demolition work. 
A 11ew exp]_osi ve: called "Aerexfl'. appears to have many 
' . . . 
the desirable characteristics of a construction explo-
, sive, .but it will be some time before. it can be produced 
·• at a· sufficiently low cost· to compete· economically with 
. . . 
nitrate or dynamite • 
. · ~-. 
The common uses of explosive for· construction purposes 
. . 
be placed int.o. one of four categories: .. grade construction, 
·.···,_ditching, demolition,. arid tunneling. · Grade construction 
. . .• . . ·. 
·is further divided into clearing'.and grubbing and·excava-· 
It has proven economical to use explosives for clearing 
. . 
grubbing only when it is impossible to use mechanical 
equipment due to job site location or soil conditions or 
· extent . of ,vork to be do.ne is so small that the 
bringing in equipment would be·exct'?ssive. 
Boulders ar~ often r~moved by blasting. ·Two methods 
on~. is called m:udcappi_ng and the other snakeholing. 
,, . ' .. , ,• > ,,., 
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The amount of the explosive charge varies from l to 2 sticks 
of dynamite per foot of rock diameter. 
Fill settlement with explosives is fast.and economical 
only under certain soil conditions. Coarse, cohesionless 
fill material will give better results when using explosives· 
for fill settlement. Four methods of fill settlement utilizing 
E:Xplosives are in general use. They are the Toe-Shooting 
Method, the Ditching.· Method; ·the·· Underfill Method, and the 
· Relief Method. , 
. ' ,• ', 
One of the more widely used applications·of.explosives 
for construction purpos~s is the blasting of ditches.· 
Ditches. may be blasted quickly, economically, and in rough 
terrain by dynamite. The costs are even more economical 
where the soil is quite damp thus allowing the use of the 
propagation method.of firing. Ditches ranging from 2 to 
·. 12 feet deep. and from 4 to 40 feet wide at the top can be 
blasted with tremendous savings over mechanical methods :of 
··.excavation. Normally a 50%. straight dynamite or a special· 
ditching dynamite will give .the best results. 
. ' ' 
The use of explosives for excavation has made many 
· great engineering feats possible~ and the introduction and 
use of millisecond delay blasting caps has created new op-
portunities fOr explosives in.the excavation field. By 
. controlling vibrations and throw of blasted material, it 
is possible to blast in areas where previously slow, ex-
·pensive·mearis of excavation were used~. Pre-splitting tech-
niques make the excavation of building foundations .feasible 
and less 
113 
Tunneling has long employed explosives for construction 
· purposes. New advancements in drilling equipment and ven-
tilation apparatus have reduced the round time and increased 
driving rates. This new drilling equipment has also caused 
the full face m~thod of advancement to be used almost exclu-
.· · ... sively, even in driving the larger tunnels. The use of milli-
second delay blasting has only recently been accepted for 
application in tunnel blasting.· The key to the successful· 
use of this delay system isto use a full delay system and 
skip intervals between holes. 
The Swedish method of.smooth.bore blasting.is now being 
· developed for use in this country. Successful applications· 
.of·this method meeting American standards and conditions 
could save contractors money and reduce the.injuryrate. 
Demolition by explosives is a subject for which there 
is very little written reference material. There appear.· 
to be no definite solutions for any given problem. The 
· accepted procedure is to blast with as small a charge as 
possible and to try to control the blast in such a manner 
· that there is little throw :0f material. Normally charges . 
. are no larger than l/2pound, and charges are spaced no 
· more than 12 inches apart. · The delay. system· is set so that 
,:, ' 
</the blast develops toward the free face. In blasting metal, 
certain formulas are available which will give the size 
: charge necessary to cut the metal. ·· .· TNT or gelatin is nor-
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